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Chapter I 

INTRODUC TION 

The subject of this thesis is twofold. The first part deals with 

the forma! developme~t of a perturbation theory for calculating the in

teractions between atoms or molecules and a numerical test of this 

theory on H;. The second part describes the application to some sim

ple roodels for adsorption on transition metals. 

The treatment of the interactions between molecules by pertur

bation theory has the advantage that the interaction energy is e v a luated 

directly and not, as in a variatien calculation, as the difference be

tween the energy of the separate molecules and the total energy of the 

interacting system, which also consists mainly of molecular terms. A 

perturbation theory for intermolecular forces implies the necessity of 

defining an unperturbed state which is formed by the molecules sepa

rately, and an interaction operator between the electrens and nuclei 

belonging to different molecules. According to the Pauli principle , 

however, the wave function of the system must be antisymmetrie with 

respect to permutations of the electron coordinates. It is, therefore , 

not possible to assign definite electrens to definite molecules. The 

a~tfs.ymmetry of the wave function gives rise to exchange forces be

tween the molecules. Consequent! y, the norma l R a yleigh-Schrodinger 

perturbation theory - which starts from a zeroth order function that 

is a single product of molecular wave functions and does not possess 

the exchange symmetry of the exact wave function - yields satisfac

tory results only for large intermolecular distances, where the e x 

change forc es may be neglected. 

We have developed a "wave operator" perturbation theory which 

expands the interaction energy and the wave function in powers o f the 

interaction operator, so that the zerothorder function as wellas all 
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perturbed functions do pos se ss the symmetry of the exact wave func

tion. As this theory is formulated rather generally, it can employ 

functions which are not only antisymmetrie in the electron coordina~es, 

but are spin eigenfunctions and have a certain symmetry in geometrie 

space as wel!. These functions are constructed by means of the theory 

of permutation groups, which also yields directly the perturbation ex

pressions for the interaction energy. 

Totest the results of this perturbation theory, we have calcu

lated the interaction energy for the lowest "gerade" and "ungerade" 
+ states of H 2 . T~e first order energy was calculated exactly, the second 

order energy and the first order wave function were approx,imated by 

a Hylleraas variatien principle adapted to this theory. The interaction 

energy obtained from the sum of the first and second order energies 

and from the expectation value of the Hamiltonian with respect to the 

zeroth and first order wave functions can be compared with the results 

available from very accurate calculations. The effect of taking the sym

metry into account is examined, both in fir st and second order. (N ote 

that the Rayleigh-Schrodinger theory would give identical results for 

the "gerade" and the "ungerade" states, since these involve the same 

atomie functions). We have also tested, on this example, Unsold's pro

cedure of approximating the second order energy by averaging over 

the excited stafes. The Unsold second order energy, which for large 

interatomie distance becomes asymptotically equal to the well-known 

London formula for the Van der Waals attraction, will be used in the 

subsequent approximate c alculations. 

The last part of this thesis is concerned with a theoretica! mo

del for adsorption on transition metals. Experimentally a large amount 

of data on catalysis and adsorption on metal surfaces has been collect

ed, in particular for transition metals. However, the interpretation of 

the results is hindered by the surfaces being mostly very complex and 

by the difficulty of performing measurements on well-defined surfaces , 

such as the faces of single crystals, without considerably influencing 

the system to be measured. In general, very little is known about rela

tively simple facts, such as the sites on the surface where the adsorb 

ate can attach, the distances to the surface atoms, the binding energy 

on different sites, etc. Interpretation in termsof general parameters 
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like geometrie and electronic factors does not explain various spe ei-

fic effects. Better results can be expected from more refined theoretica! 

models, although also their evaluation is impeded by the lack of pre-

cise empirica! knowledge. ( "Ab initio" calculations are practically im

possible because of the complexity of the surface). 

The theoretica! model we have examined is derived from that 

applied by Jansen and Lombardi for explaining the stability of rare

gas crystals, alkali-halides and several other compounds. It has ap

peared from their calculations that the pair interactions between the 

atoms or i ons, although they form the main contri bution to the cohe

sion energy of the crystal, are not decisive for the relative stabili

ties of the different structures in which a compound can crystallize. 

In particular the three-body forces play an important role. 

Our model calculations are meant to study the effect of the lo

calized unpaired d-electrons on the adsorption on transition metals. 

The interaction· energy between the ad serbate - a rare -gas atom or 

a hydrogen molecule - and the metal sur face has been calculated by 

the perturbation method described in the fi rst chapters. The first or

der energy, which is equal to the result of a valenee-bond calculation, 

contains the exchange interactions which form the major contribution 

to the chemica! bond . The second order energy consists of the Van 

der Waals attr a ction and the second order exchange e nergy : the ex

change polarization. It may therefore be expected that by evaluating 

the first and second order energies the effects of chemisorption as 

well as physical adsorption can be obtained . 

Since we were interested in the semi-quantitative calculation 

of specific effects rather than in an exact e v aluation of the interaction 

energy, we have adopted, similarly to Jansen's model, the "effective 

electron approximation" : the unpaired d-electrons of the metal and 

the hydrogen atoms are represented by a single electron in a space 

orbital, atoms with a closed-shell rare-gas configuration by a doubly 

occupied space orbital. The orbital functions are approximated by 

spherical G a ussian wave functions. The interaction energy is devel

oped in a cluster expansion, i.e. it is written as a sum of pair inter

actions, three-body ii"\teractions, etc. 

Some different spin states of the clusters formed by a rare-
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gas atom or two hydrogen atoms with t:.Vo metal atoms located at the 

nearest or next-nearest neighbour distance of the face- c entered cubic 

lattices of nickel, palladium and platinum have been calculatedo 

The adsorption bonding of a rare-gas atom or a hydrogen mole 

cule wil! be discussed in terms of the various contributions calculated 

in these models: the first order energy, the secend order Van der 

Waals and exchange energies, the pair , three-body and four-body in

teractions 0 Also the dissociation of a hydrogen molecule is consideredo 

In particular the suitability of this model and possible refinements for 

more extensive adsorption calculations will be examinedo 

We should point out that the theoretica! part of this thesis em

ploys the mathematica! techniques usual in quanturn mechanics, such 

as perturbation theory, operator algebra and group theoryo Dirac's 

"bracket" notatien is used throughout o For the basic theory we refer to 

a modern textbook on quanturn mechanic s 0 
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Cbapter II 

PERTURBATION THEORY FOR INTERMOLECULAR FORCES 

Ever since tbe formulation of quanturn tbeory it bas been an 

important aim to calculate tbe interactions between molecules or atoms 

by perturbation tbeory. Tbe advantage of tbis metbod is tbat tbe bind

ing energy between tbe atoms or molecules is evaluated directly, 

whereas by a variatien procedure tbe interaction energy is obtained 

as a relatively smal! difference between the total energies of tbe in

teracting and tbe separated systems. Tbis advantage becomes of cru

cial importance wben tbe interacting system cannot bedescribed ac

curately, as is, for instance, tbe case with adsorption on surfaces. 

P e r t u r b.a ti on t he o r y a n d tb e Pa u 1 i p r in c i p 1 e 

The first successful attempt to evaluate the interaction be

tweèn two bydrogen atoms by a perturbation metbod was made by 

Heitler and London1 in 1927. Tbey calculated tbe expectation value of 

tbe Hamilton operator witb respect to an antisymmetrized product 

of tbe atomie ground state wave functions, an expression tbat can be 

separated immediately into tbe atomie energies and tbe interaction 

between the atoms . Since tbe interaction energy corresponds essen

tially to tbe expectation value of the interaction operator witb tbe anti

symmetrized unperturbed (atomie) wave·functions, it can be consid

ered as tbe first order energy in a perturbation tbeory wbicb expands 

the total interaction as a series in powersof tbe interaction operator. 

The formulation of sucb a perturbation tbeory presents some 

problems whicb are in principle due to tbe fact tbat the interaction be

tween atoms is not an external perturbation sucb as an electric field, 

whicb can be altered or switcbed off2 • Tbe interatomie interaction 

can onl y be made to vanish by moving tbe atoms to infinitely large 
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distances. However, the system of separate atoms is described by a 

single product of atomie wave functions, whereas, according to the 

Pauli principle, the wave function corresponding to the interacting 

system must be antisymmetrie with respect to electron exchange . The 

antisymmetry of the wave function gives rise to the so-called exchange 

forces between the atoms. If we wish to calculate the interaction as a 

perturbation of the system of separate atoms, taking into account 

these exchange forces, we shall encounter the problems described be

low. lf exchange symmetry is not considered, the usual Rayleigh

Schrödinger perturbation theory can be applied . Although in this man

ner, on taking the complete perturbation series, the corre.ct wave 

function and energy might be obtained (if the series converges), the 

results in finite (low) orders will only be a good approximation for 

very large distances. 

The difficulties met in formulating a perturbation theo-

ry for intermolecular (or interatomic) forces which takes symmetry 

into account are the following: the unperturbed operator, H 0 , de

scribing the system of non-interacting molecules , is a sum of the mo

lecular operators; its eigenfunctions, cpk' are ordered products of mo

lecular functions, and its eigenvalues, Ek' sums of molecular energies. 

The perturbation, V, consists of the interaction between the molecules. 

Although the Hamilton operator descrihing the interacting system, 

H = H 0 +V, is invariant under symmetry operations of this system, 

H 0 and V separatel y are not invariant, as is readil y evident from the 

example of the hydragen molecule*) . 

•)For the hydragen molecule the unperturbed Hamilton operator reads : 

and the interaction is: 

6 1 1 6 z 1 
H = H ( 1) + Hb(2) = - -y -- - z --

o a ra 1 rb2 

y = _1_ 
Rab 

1 - - 1- + - 1- (in atomie units) 
ra2 rbl ''12 

Eigen!unctions of H 0 are the products: 

~ = CD~ ( 1) Cjl~ ( 2). 
1 2 

with the corresponding eigenvalues: 

Ek = E~ + E~ 
1 2 

lz------· 2 ... , ~ ... , ...... 
"' ..... ,.... ..... ,. ..... ,. ' 0----------

a b 

The indices k 1 and k 2 run over the complete eigenva l ue spectrum of the atoms!. and ~ respec-
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In general, any given system will possess symmetry'opera-
. / 

tions in addition to those pertaining·to permutation of electrons. It 

can be shown that projection operators A belonging to the total sym

metry group of the system can be defined. Each eigenfunction of the 

Hamilton operator for the system is associated with one of the pro~ 

jection operators A in the sense that, given an arbitrary function cp, 

the function Acp has the same symmetry properties (under the opera

tions of the symmetry group for the system) as the eigenfunction we 

seek. This projection ensure s that we can separate from any trial 

function that part which has the correct symmetry. Further details 

will be given in Chapter III. 

Consequently, if we start from a simple product function cp , 
0 

the function ' == Acp is a better starting function for a perturbation 
0 0 

theory than cp 0 , as it possesses already the symmetry of the exact 

wave function. However, ~ is not an eigenfunction of H . Nor is 
0 0 

this the case with the symmetry-projection Wk of a general product 

function cpk. A further complication is the following: the eigenfunctions 

cpk of the operator H 0 forma complete, orthonormal set in the func

tion space fep}. The projected functions ~k are complete in the sub

space projected by A: (' == Aql}', but they are linearly dependent. As 

is easily verified on the example of the hydragen molecule, this lin

ear dependenee is a consequence of the non-zero overlap between the 

wave functions of different molecules (or atoms). Although the expan

sion of a function in(~} as a linear combination of wk is always pos

sible, it is not uniquely defined. 

tively, including the c.ontinuum . The antisymmetrizer A is the projection operator : 

A= Î(I- P 12). 

I is the identity operator and P 12 permutes the space and spin coordinates of the two electrons. 

For the simple case of two electrans only two values of the total spin occur; the corresponding 

projection operators read:-

A= Î(I!.. P 12J. 

where the plus sign applies to the singlet state , the minus sign to the triplet. I and P 12 now 

operate on the spa·ce coordinates onJy . 

It is important to note that the total Hamilton operator H = H0 + V commutes with A, 

whereas H0 and V separately do nat comrnute with A. CDk is an eigenfunction of H0 , the anti

symmetriz;ed function Aq,k is not. 
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Realizing these problems, Eisenschitz and London~ formulated 

a perturbation theory that takes the electron exchange symmetry into 

account (see also Ref. 4 and Appendix A}. Following the Rayleigh

Schrodinger procedure, the time -independent Schrodinger equation is 

decomposed into perturbation equations for different orders; the perturb

ed functions, ha ving the proper exchange symmetry, are expanded as 

linear combinations of the projected eigenfunctions of H 0 . Of all possible 

expansions that sol ve the perturbation equations, one is chosen that yields 

in first order the Heitler-London energy. It can be shown that other ex

pansions which also solve the perturbation equations lead to different for-
~') 

mulas for the perturbation energies . Assuming that all these perturba-

tion series converge, it means that the different expansions induce dif

ferent partitions of the energy over the orders of perturbation. 

Since the workof Eisenschitz and Londen in 1Cf30 , many papers 

have appeared that deal with a perturbation theor y or a pert urbation -

variatien method for intermolecular interactions. As the nature of the me 

thods i-s rather different, it is very difficult to discuss all these papers 

in a general framework. We shall confine ourselves to some essential 

characteristics. 

Margenau6 applies the Slater-Kirkwood method6 ( a v ariational 

method with trial function (ÇJ = ( 1 + À V}tf , in which the energy is mini
o 

mized with respect to À), taking exchange into account b y using the ant i-

symmetrized function $ =A( 1 +À V}tf as trial function. The results in 
0 

first and second orders are equivalent to those of Eisenschit z and London:: 

if in both theories the Unsold averaging over excited states7 is carried 

out in second order. 

Also Moffitt8 noticed the problems caused by the condition of anti

symmetry, but his procedure is a variational method rather than a per

turbatien theory. The wave function is expanded as a linear combination 

of antisymmetrized product functions corresponding to different electron

ie configurations of the separate atoms. The expectation value of the to

tal Hamiltonian is minimized with respect to the coefficient s of the expan

sion. No matrix elements higher than first order in the interaction occ ur. 

*) The author ia indebted to Prof. S.T. Epstein , Theor. Chem. !nstitute, University of 

Wiaconsin, for valuable discussions on this subjec t . 
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Dalgarno and Lynn9 • 10 have used the Brillouin-Wigner pertur

bation theory to calculate the first and s·econd order interaction energy 

between two atoms. As this theory employs the total Hamiltonian only, 

the problem of the non-invarianee of H 0 and V under symmetry opera

tions of the system does not ar i se. If in second order the Unsöld approx

imation7 is applied, the results are equivalent to those of Eisenschitz 

and London3 . 

McGinnies and Jansen11 ' 12 evaluated the interactions in first 

and second order, including exchange, by a perturbation theory de

scribed in detail by Jansen13 . They emphasized in particular the de

viation from pairwise additivity of the exchange interactions between 

three or more atoms. 

In Corinaldesi's method14 • 16 the Schrödinger equation is de

composed into separate equations for each component of the antisymme

trizer. If the system contains:: electrons, a maximum number of n! 

equations occur. These equations are solved by perturbation expan

sions. 

Salem16 neglects interatomie overlap and, therewith, avoids 

all problems of non-orthogonality and overcompleteness. 

Murrell, Randié and Williams17 expand the interaction energy 

in a double perturbation series, bath in powersof theinteraction op

erator and of the interatomie overlap. Especially the importance of 

charge transfer states in the second order energy is stressed. As 

Murrell and Shaw remark in a subsequent publication18 , the expan

sion in powersof the overlap is nat unambiguous. 

The theory of Hirschfelder and Silbeyl 9 can be summarized as 

follows: the salution !IJ of the Schrodinger equation (H - E ) !IJ :: 0 af-
a a a 

fords an irreducible representation a of the symmetry group of the 

system. However, not every irreducible representation corresponds 

to physicall y meaningful functions. For in stance, some functions may 

not satisfy the Pauli principle . Hirschfelder and Silbey assume that 

a Schrödinger equation must he solved in every subspace of the total 

function space, affording an irreducible re pre sentation of the symme

try group, even in those spaces that do not contain physically meariing

ful functions. (The completene ss theorem says that all these subspaces 

add together to the entire function space). The basic equation of this 
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theory is obtained by adding these equations; subsequently it is decom

posed into perturbation equations of different orders, which are sol ved 

by means of variation principles, like the one of Hylleraas20 • 21 . 

Musher and Salem22 apply the Feenberg perturbation-iteration 

technique23 , using only the total Hamilton operator H. This avoids 

some of the difficulties r.eferred to, but yields very complicated ex

pressions for the perturbation energy, which cannot be split into se

parate terms. 

The treatments of Carr24 , Murrell and Shaw18 and Amos and 

Musher26 ' 26 have in common that the unperturbed funct ion is an a:nti

symmetrized product of atomie or molecular functions; the perturbed 

functions, howeve r, are not antis yrnmetric. The correct syrnmetry 

of the wave function is obtained only on taking the complete perturba

tion series. Carr24 and Murrell and Shaw18 use the wave operator 

formalism27- 29 , while Amos and Musher25 • 2 6 apply the usual tech

nique of expanding the perturbed functions in eigenfunctions of H 0 

(which are product frmctions in this case) and solving the perturbation 

equations in different orders. Johnson and Epstein30 have shown that 

the results of Murrell and Shaw and those of Amos and Musher are 

identical. 

Hirschfelder31 has proposed another theory, which i s a modi

Heation ofthe present author's treatment, the "HAV-method". The 

wave function of the total system is written as 1jl = A~. The Schrodinger 

equation then reads : 

0 = (H - E)W = (H - E)Actl = A(H - E)ctl = A[H - E +V - (E- E )]~. 
···, 0 0 0 

The basic equation of this theory is : 

(H - E )ct' + A[ V.- (E - E )]ct' = 0. 
0 0 0 ) . 

The solutions of this equation are also solutions of the Schrodinger 

equation, as is seen by operating with A on Hirschfelder ' s basic e

quation. The latter equation is decomposed into ~~rturbation equa-

tions for different orders, which are solved by variation principles20 ' 2 1 • 

Jansen13 has formulated a perturbation theory with "label-

free" operators H 0 and V. The numbering of the electron coordinates 
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in these operators is not fixed, but depends on the ordering of the at

omie functions ~n the product on which they operate. If they operate' 

on an antisymmetrized product, the labelling in the operators differs 

for each (product function) term. With these operators the usual Ray

leigh -Schrodinger procedure is followed, taking into account the over

completeness of the total set of antisymmetrized product functions. 

· Byers Brown32 has worked out this theory in the wave operator for

malism. 

It is difficult to evaluate the various perturbation methods on 

a theoretica! basis. If the different expansions conver ge, they must 

all yield the exact energy and wave function on taking the complete 

series. However, the results in finite (low) orders, which are usual-

ly calculated, and the region of convergence may be different. Most 

methods obtain in first order the Heitler-London or valenee-bond 

energy; the results in second and higher orders are very aften differ

ent. An evaluation of each methad must be made on the basis of numer

ical calculations. Fora more detailed discussion of the problems of 

perturbation theory for intermolecular farces we refer to the review 

articles by Musher33 and Herring34 ' 35 • 

A wave operator perturbation theory with functions 

of definite symmetry 

The present author has proposed a theory36 ' 37 which makes 

use of the wave operator formalism. This formalism has been de

veloped mainly for application toscattering problems27 • Löwdin2s ,zs 

showed that bath the Brillouin-Wigner and the Rayleigh-Schrödinger 

perturbation theories can be derived by this methad in a straight

forward manner. The theory was modified by the present author in 

order to deal with the problems of antisymmetry discussed before. 

We describe here the main outline of this method. 

As starting function is used a product of molecular eigenfunc

tions, projected in order to contain all desired symmetry properties; 

the zero order energy is a sum of molecular energies . The eerree

tions to this zeroth order function and energy, which must lead to 

the exact wave function and energy of the interacting system, are ar-
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ranged in powers of the interaction operator. All perturbed functions 

possess the proper symmetry and are orthogonal to the starting func

tion. The advantage of using the wave operator metbod is that these 

conditions are imposed directly by means of the wave operator; more

over, general expressions are obtained for the perturbed functions a nd 

energies, which makes it possible to analyse their general properties. 

Let A be an operator that projects the general function space 

(cp} onto a subspace of functions with certain symmetry properties. 

The symmetry of these functions can be chosen arbitrarily. According 

to the Pauli principle they must be antisymmetrie with respect to 

·electron permutations, symmetrie or antisymmetrie with respect to 

permutations of identical nuclei (if they cont.,;,in the nuclear coordinates) ; 

besides, they may have certain symmetries in geometrie space, be 

eigenfunctions .of S 2 and S , etc. z 
In Chapter lil a group theoretica! method to obtain such func-

tions is described. 

A satisfies the 

it is idempotent 

and self-adjoint 

definition properties 

A 2 =A, 

A+= A . 

of ·a projection operator; 

The invariance of the total Hamiltonian H under symmetry operations 

of the system is expressed by : AH = HA. 

However: 

AH I H A and A V I V A . 
0 0 

cp 0 , an ordered product of molecular eigenfunctions , is an eigenfunc

tion of H with the eigenvalue E (not necessarily the ground state) . 
0 0 

The starting function 1jl 0 = Acp 0 is supposed to be non -degenerate. 

The wave · operatorWis defined by writing the exact wave 

function of the interacting system as: 

( l) 

The proper symmetry of 1jl is ensured by 

WA= AW . ( 2) 

Thus 
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Without any restrietion on W, it is assumed that: 

or: ( 3} 

This condition can always be satisfied by multiplying W by a constant. 

Note that, if cp is normalized to unity, then ~ is not normalized. For 
0 0 

convenience we de fine the normali zation constant N = n I 'Ir ) = (cp I A I'P ) . 
0 0 0 0 

Equation {3) implies that ljr _ v0 , which is the correction to ~~r 0 , is or-

thogonal to 'Ir 0 itself: 

The energy of the system is obtained by multiplying the Schrödinger 

equation H~jr = E~ by (~ 0 1 and using (I) and {3}: 

E = N- 1 < ~ 0 I HW I ~ 0) • ( 4) 

We define another projection operator: 

and its complement in f ~ } : 

P =A- 0. 

These operators are idempotent, self-adjoint, invariant under A and 

mutually exclusive: 

o 2 = 0 o+ = o AO = OA = 0 0~o = ~0 
p2 = p p+ = p 

OP= PO= 0. (5) 
AP =PA= P P~fo = 0 

Because of the normalization condition {3) the projections of ljr are: 

0~ = Wo• 
(6) 

and: P~jr = W - ~ o. 

To derive an explicit expression for W, the Schrödinger equa

tion is multiplied by P: 

P(E - H)~ 0. 
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Substituting ..; =At = (0 + P}t. and using PO = 0, we obtain: 

P(E - H}Pw = PHOw, 

and with ( 1) and (6): 

P(E - H}PWw = PH.1 .. 
0 ~0 

( 7} 

It is easily shown that this equation and the conditions (2) and (3) are 

satisfied by: 

W =A+ TH, 

with: T = P[cr(I -A} + 90 + P(E - H)P] -lP. (8) 

cr(I - A) and 130 (er and 13 are non-zero scalars) are added to P(E - H)P 

to define the inverse of this operator , n ot only in ( t}, but i n the en

tire function space {q>}.(Note that 0 + P =A and not 0 + P =I as in the 

usual wave operator theory). T does not depend on er and 13: 

aT aT 
oer = 0 and as = 0. 

This is demonstrated by operator differentiation. Since the derivative 

of the inverse of an operator reads: 

a(o- 1) = _ 0 -1 ao 0 -1. 
oÀ . oÀ . 

which is proved by differentiation of the identity Q. Q- 1 =I, it fellows 

that: 

à[cr{I- A}+ 90 + P{E- H)P]- 1 
p. . p 

oer 

[ -1( ) -1 -P ..... . J I- A [ ...... J P. 

The right-hand side of the equation is. shown to be zero b y eperating 

on the identity: 

[CY{l- A)+ 130 + P{E- H)P]- 1 . [CY(l- A)+ BÜ + P(E- H}PJ = I 

from the left with P and from the right with (I - A), and using ( 5) to 

obtain: 

P[ ...... J- l cr(I - A) = P(I - A} = 0 . 
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. oT T 
Tha pro,ve s that OQ' = 0 for every 0' f 0. The proof that ~B = 0 for 

every B I 0 follows analogous1y. 0' and B must be non-zero; otherwise 

the expression between square brackets has no inverse. 

and: 

The operator T has the following properties: 

AT=TA=T, 

OT= TO = 0, 

P(E - H)T = P. 

(9) 

( 1 0) 

( 11) 

Insteadof by formula (8), T mayalso be defined by these properties. 

Introducing the re sult for W into the equations ( 1) and (4), we 

can express $ and E as follows: 

w = Wo+ THwo• 

E = N-l<woiH + HTHI"o> ( 12a) 

It is proved in Appendix B that these ~ and E indeed satisfy the Schrö

dinger equation. Formu1a ( 12a) may be written in a different form by 

substituting successively: 

~ 0 = Aq,0 , HA= AH, H = H 0 + V and H 0 q> 0 = Eoli'o' 

and using (5): 

W = Aq,o + TVC!'o• 

E = E 0 + N- 1(Aqi0 \AVcp 0 ) + N-\AVcp 0 \T\AVcç0 ).{12b) 

Herewith the formu1a for the first order energy is already ob-

tained: 

( 13) 

To find the higher-order expressions, T is expanded in powersof V. 

We choose an expansion that will yield the Schrodinger perturbation 

series . Since H 0 does not commute with P, we deviate somewhat from 

the usual wave operator theory2 9 • We define: 

R 
0 

( 14) 

where CJlk are the eigenfunctions and Ek the eigenvalues of the operator H 0 • 
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For the continuous part of the eigenvalue spectrum the summatien must , 

be understood as an integration. R is a non-positive operator if E is 
0 0 

the ground state energy; it is defined in the entire space {(j)}. H is 
0 

hermitian; its eigenfunctions form a complete, orthonormal set in {(j) } : 

l: ~~k) (~kl =I (the identit y operator in (CjJ }). ( 15) 
k 

We write 

P(E- H} = A(E- H}- N - 1 . Al(j) > ( cp IA(E- H}' 
0 0 

use AH = HA, substitute H = H 0 + V and define 

V' = V - (E - E ) to obtai n: 
0 

P(E - H) = (E - H )A - V'A -
0 0 

- N- 1 . A I cp > < cp I ( E - H )A + N- 1 . A I cp > ( cp I V I A 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

The third term on the right-hand side o f this equation vanishes, so th a t 

we find : 

P(E - H) = (E - H )A - UA , 
0 0 

with: u = v• - N- 1 . A lep ) ( (j) I v• . 
0 0 

( 16) 

This re sult, substituted into ( 11), yields, after using (9): 

(E - H )T - UT = P . 
0 0 

Ope.rating on this equation from the left with PR 0 

( 14) - we obtain : 

making use of: 

and the property : PT 
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p l: 
klo Eo - Ek 

p l: lcpk) (cpkl 
klo 

= P(l- lcp 0 ) ((j) 0 l) 

p 

T 

( 17) 

R 0 being given by 

( 18) 

(E - H ) 
0 0 

( 19) 



By means of re1ation ( 18) T is expanded as an infinite series: 

~ ( PR U) n PR P . 
0 0 

(20) T 
n=o 

We shall prove in Appendix B that this expansion for T, if it 

is convergent, satisfies the equations (9), ( 10) and ( 11). Johnson and 

Certain38 have observed that this proof applies on1y if PR P has an 
0 

inverse in the subspace of (cp} projected by P. If not, ( 18) would not 

have a unique so1ution. lf E 0 corresponds to the ground state of the 

unperturbed system, PR0 P is negative definite and, consequently, 

must have an inverse. lf E 0 is an excited state, it cannot be proved 

that PR0 P has no singular points. lf PR0 P would be singu1ar, a smal! 

change in the intermo1ecular distances would correct this. Still, in 
>'<) 

the environment of such a point convergence difficulties may exist' . 

Even if no such prob1ems occur, it is very difficult to der i ve 

criteria for convergence or semi-convergence that can be used in a 

practical ca1cu1ation. In any case the convergence of the series will 

depend on the intermolecu1ar distances. In Chapter IV we shall de

scribe a calculation on H; that verifies the physica1 significanee of 

the 1owest terros in the perturbation series for various distances of 

the hydragen nuc1ei39 . Severa1 authors have performed similar tests 

and made numerical comparisons of different perturbation theories 

for intermo1ecu1ar interactions on a few mode1s40 - 43 • 

Formu1a (20). substituted into ( 12), yie1ds immediate1y the ex

pressions for the perturbed wave functions and energies for n > 1: 

= (PR U)n- 1 PR PVcp ; 
0 0 0 

N- 1 (AV~ I(PR U)n- 1 PR PIAV~ ) 
0 0 0 0 

= N- 1 (AVcp lw(n)) (21) 
0 

Note that all perturbed functions have the proper symmetry and are 

orthogonal to w . 
0 

"") The author would like to acknowledge a stimulating correspondence with Drs. R. E. Johneon 

and P.R. Certain, Theor. Chem. I.nstitute, University of Wisconsin. 
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As the expansion of T, given by formu1a (20}, satisfies the 

defining equations (9), ( 10) and ( 11), and as it has been shown that ~ 

and E, expressed with the help of T in formula (12) so1ve the Schro

dinger equation, it may be expected that the expansions (21) will also 

solve the Schrodinger equation. We shall prove explicitly that ~(n) and 

e(n), given by (21), satisfy a set of equations, viz. the perturbation 

equations of different orders, which add up to the Schrodinger equa

tion; the exact wave function and energy given by their perturbation 

expansions indeed satisfy the Schrodinger equation ( see Appendix B). 

G e n e r a 1 p r o p e r t i e s o f t h e p e r t u r b a tj o n e x p a n s i o n 

As this theory provides us with the explicit expressions for the 

perturbation energies and functions, we can prove some further pro

perties. First of all, all energy expressions are real. In secend or-

, der this is evident from the self-adjointness of PR0 P. In first order 

we make use of the following equation: 

(A V<pk I A.ql .t) = (AH<pk I Ar,p .t) - (AH 0 r,pk I Ar,pl.) 

(Aq>kiAH<pt) - Ek(A<pkiA<pJ,) (22} 

(Ar,pkiAVr,p/ t (Ei,- Ek) (A<pkiAr,ç.t)' 

derived for any two eigenfunctions <pk and <p 1, of H 0 with eigenvalues Ek 

and E J,' On1y the re1ations AH = HA and H+ = H have been used. On 

substituting the first order expression ( 13), the proof follows at once. 

In third and higher orders we ffrst prove that: 

PR UPR P = PR PU+R P. 
0 0 0 0 

( 23) 

Apply the equations ( 16) and ( 19) and their adjoints (note again that 

AP = PA = P and P 2 = P}: 

PR UPR P = PR (E - H }PR P- PR P(E - H}PR P 
0 0 00 0 0 0 0 

= PR P - PR P(E - H}PR P, 
0 0 0 

PR PU+R P = PR P(E - H )R P - PR P(E - H)PR0 P 
0 0 0 0 00 0 

·and 
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The equality is herewith proved. 

The demon~tration of (PR U)n PR P being self-adjoint for 
0 ' 0 

every n ~ 0 is now easy: 

(FR U}n FR F = (PR U}n-1 FR UFR F 
0 0 0 0 0 

= (PR U}n-1 PR PU+R P 
0 0 0 

= (PR U}n- 2 PR UFR F(U+R P}, 
0 0 0 0 

Finally we obtain: 
etc. 

(FR U}n FR P = PR P(U+R F}n. 
0 0 0 0 

(24} 

Since: 

the proof is accomplished. The third and higher order energies being 

the expectation va1ues of the operator 

with re speet to the function Vcp 0 , it follows that they are re al. 

Just as in the usua1 wave operator theory28 , we can a1so prove 

that the energies of even order are negative definite if the unperturbed 

state is the ground state. To this end we write, for even n: 

(FR U}n FR F = (FR U}n/2 FR F(U+R Ff/ 2 . (25} 
0 0 0 0 0 

This expression shows that the energies of even order are negative 

definite if R 0 is a non-positive operator, which is the case if E 0 is 

the ground state energy of the unperturbed system. 

The formula for the second order ener gy is: 

e( 2) = N- 1 (AVcp !FR PIAvcp > 
0 0 0 

(A(V- e( 1))cp0 !Acpk) ( Acpk!A(V- e(l)}<l'0 ) (26} 

The higher-order energies contain: 

V' = V - (E - E } 
0 

= V - ~ e(n} 
n=l 

E 
0 k 
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Following the Rayleigh-Schrodinger procedure, the perturbation series 

may be so arranged that the perturbed wave functions and energies of 

each order consist onl y of terros of the same power in V ':'). 

lf the projection operator A is specified as the ant i symmetri

zer with respect to the electron coordinates, the first order energy 

(13} is equal to the Heitler-London energy. With the same A, the 

secend order result in the Eisenschitz-London theory is : 

(~oiA(V- e(l})cpk ) ( A cpkiA(V- e(l))cp o ) 

Eo- Ek 
( 27) 

After substituting (22}, and using the closure condition ( 15}, this ex

pression is identica1 to formula (26}. The same identity can also be 

demonstrated for the third order energies. This may hold for higher 

order energies as well. 

Johnson and Epstein have proved30 that also the " HAV method" 

described in Ref. 31 gives results that are identical to the results of 

this theory if the perturbation terros are arranged in powers of V. Most 

ether methods yield in fir st order the Heitier-Londen ener gy, but 

their results from secend order onwards are different . 

Approximation methods 

In most practical examples the ca1culation of the perturbation 

series is not carried beyend secend order. It would already be very 

difficult to evaluate exactly the first order function and the secend or

der energy, as this requires a summatien over all excited s t ates, in

cluding the continuum. The help of variatien - perturbation techniques21 

may be invoked to approximate the perturbation functions and ener

gies. For instance, the secend order energy and first order function 

can be approximated by a Hylleraas v ariatien principle2 0 , adapted to 

this theory, provided that the unperturbed functions are e x actly known. 4 5 

*) Ahlrichs44 hae observed that for this expansion the e ven.order ene r gies beyond second order 

are not necesBarily negative definite . Neither has this been proved , however, for the normal 

Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory . 
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·The functional : 

( 28) 

is an upper bound to the second order energy {26). This is proved by 

substituting q, = R PVq, + ê. J is equal to e( 2) if, and only if, ê = À~ 
0 0 0 

(À is a scalar). Minimizing J with. respect to variations of an arbitra-

ry function qJ yields both an approximation to the second order energy, 

J . ~ e( 2) and the first order function : m1n- , 

'"f( l) = Pq, . ~ '1!(1) = PR PVcp 
m1n- o o {29) 

This subject will be discussed in more detail in Chapter IV. 

Another method which is often used to calculate the second or

der energy approximately is to introduce the Unsold approximation 

averaging over the excited states, including the continuum7 • After 

using the clqsure condition ( 15), the re sult for formula (26) is : 

e( 2) = --1- [ N- 1 ( Avq, IAvq, > - [e(l)J 2](3o) 
Unsold llE o o 

av 

where the "average excitation energy", llEav ' has to be estimated. 

Degenerate states 

All the results derived above concern the case of non-degener

ate ~ 0 • The degenerate problem was treated by Micha46 in the same 

formalism outlined here. For the special case that the degenerate 

functions $ . are found from the same qJ by different projection ope-
o, 1 0 

rators A . (which will be spe cified in Chapter III), i.e. 
1 

$ . = A.q, ' o, 1 1 0 
( 31) 

the procedure is here described briefly. It is analogous to themethod 

used in normal Rayleigh-Schrodinger theory for degenerate states47 . 

In first order one solves the secula r problem : 

(V - e( l) S}C = 0 , ( 32) 

where the matrix elements are given by: 
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V.. (A.~ IA.V~ ) • 
1J 1 0 J 0 

and: S .. = (A.cp IA-~ ) . 
1J 1 0 J 0 

If ql 0 is an eigenfunction of H 0 , the matrix V is self-adjoint. This is 

demonstrated in a way analegeus to that in which ( 22) is obtained, 

using the fact that H camroutes with bath A. and A.: 
1 J 

V .. 
lJ 

(A.~ IA.V~ ) 
1 0 J 0 

(A.Vcp IA.cp ) = V~ . . 
1 0 J 0 J1 

( 33) 

The first order energies eLl) are given by the real eigenvalues obtained 

from (32); new zerothorder functions are constructed with the eigen-

veetors ck : 

W' k = E .p . C . k. o, i o, 1 1, 
{34) 

These functions, which are mutuall y orthogonal, are used to calculate 

the higher -order energies. eLn). 
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Chapter III 

THE PROJECTION OF SPIN EIGENSTATES 

In the following theory the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 

is used: the wave functions depend only on the electron coordinates 

explicitly. The Hamiltonian consists of the kinetic energy operators 

of the electrans and the electrastatic interaction between electrans 

and nuclei. Since the spin interachons are relatively small in magni

tude, they are not included in the Hamilton operator. Still, the spin 

quanturn numbers of the electrans are of major importance. Via the 

Pauli principle, which states that the wave functions must be antisym

metrie with respect to electron permutations, the spinimposes its 

conditions on the spatial distribution of the electrons. That this pro

vakes considerable effects can be seen again on the example of the 

hydragen molecule, where the difference in energy between the sin

glet and the triplet state is very important indeed. 

The antisymmetry of the wave functions is usually ensured by 

using determinantal wave functions. If the Hamiltonian does not con

tain spin interactions or, more generally, if it commutes with the 

spin operators s 2 and S , its eigenstatea can be classified according 
z 

to the spin quanturn numbers. Antisymmetrie eigenfunctions of s2 and 

Sz can be obtained as linear combina tions of determinantal functions, 

for instance, by projection of a single determinant with Lowdin's spin 

projection operators1 • A more direct way is given by the theory of 

the symmetrie or permutation groups, which also yields the expres

sions for the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian. Important contribu

tions to this method we re made by Serber2 • 3 , Yamanouchi4 and Kotani 

et al. 6 • More recent developments have been described by Matsen8 

and Goddard7 • The basic theory, which was explained very clearly by 

Johnston8, is in its main outlines reproduced here. For the general 
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theory ofgroups and representations and, in particular, for the theory 

of permutation groups, we refer to the textbooks9 - 11 

Theoretica! basis 

The basis of the method is the theorem: given a product space 

s = si x sj formed from the two spaces si and sj' each of which affords 

an irreducible representation of the general permutation group TI , the 
n 

antisymmetrie representation of TI occurs in the decomposi tion of the 
n . . 

product space S, once and once only, if, and only if, S1 and sJ afford 

associated representations of TI . If, on the other hand, Si and Sj are 
n 

not associated, then the antisymmetrie representation of Tin does not 

occur at all. 

The proof of this theorem follows from the decomposition of 

Si X Sj with the help of the character relations8 • 

The permutation group TI of order n! contains all permutations 
n 

of~ objects. The antisymmetrie representation f s(P) J of Tin is the 

one-dimensional representation that replaces each even permutation 

by 1 and each odd permutation by - 1. 

lf ( U(P)} is a matrix representation of the permutation group 

nn' then 

{U(P)} = fs(P) U(P)} 

is the representation associated to { U(P)}. That [U(P)} i s really a rep

resentation of TI follows from: 
n 

U(Pl) U(Pz) - s(Pl) U(Pl) s(Pz) U(Pz) 

s(P1) s(P 2) U(P1) U(P2) 

s(P1P 2) U(P1P 2) 

= U(PlP2). 

{U(P)} may be equivalent to {U(P)}. If so, then {U(P) } is said to be 

' self - as sociated. 

To produce the antisymmetrie functions with the aid of this 

theorem, we start with a single product of:: space functions (one func

tion for each electron, but not necessarily all different), denoted by 
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~ = ~(1, ........ , n) . 

Let 0 be the function space generated from ~ by the permutan 
tion group Iln. The maximum dimensionality of On is n!, which is at-

tained when all the one -electron funé:tions are different . 

Sn is the n-electron spin space, the product of the:: two-dimen

sional spin spaces. The dimension of S is 2n and, just as 0 , it is n n 
invariant under the group of permutations Iln. The product Sn x On is 

a subspace of the total n-electron state space, which itself is a product 

of:: ene-electron spaces, each being a product of a function space with 

a two-dimensional spin space . 

We want to construct those veetors in the space Sn x On which 1· 

afford the antisymmetrie representation fs(P)} of I1 , or, as Johnston 
n 

calls them, the Pauli vectors. To this end we decompose the spin 

spaceS into subspaces S()..., p), irreducible under I1 , where)... labels 
n n 

the irreducible representation of the subspace and the label p distin-

guishes between multiple occurrences of subspaces affording the same 

representation L Similarly, 0 is decomposed into subspaces O(JJ., k). 
n 

The product space Sn x On can be expressedas a sum of subspaces of 

the form S(\, p) x O(!J., k). We know from the theorem cited above that 

such a subspace contains a Pauli vector only if the representation 

(UIJ.(P)} is associated to (UÀ(P)}; in that case, only one Pauli vector 

is contained. Therefore only the subspaces 

S(\, p)xo[r.., k) 

need be considered, where r deh.otes the representation associated to 

\. A number of rules for the decomposition of Sn is given by the theory 

of permutation groups9 - 11 • S can be written as a direct sum of sub-
n 

sp;;_ces S(nCY, n 8 ). A space S(nCY, n 8 ) contains all the products that con-

sist of nCY spin veetors CY and n 8 spin veetors s. The sum nCY + n 8 is e

qual to n. The veetors CY and S are orthonormal. Each subspace 

S(nCY, ns) is generated from a single product 

CYCY • ••• •• CY 

n 
CY 

by the ope r ations of I1 
n 

SB ...... S 
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The theory of permutation groups states that the irreducible 

'representations of II can be placed in one-to-one correspondence with 
n 

the partitions of ::10 • 1 ~ and that those representations of !In which oc-

cur in the decomposition of Sn correspond totwo-element partitions. 

We denote these partitions and the corre sponding re pre sentations À by 

[n - r, r], where r runs from 0 to (n - 1) /2 if ::is odd, from 0 to n / 2 

for even n. A representation [n- r, r] has the dimension: 

n! (n - 2r + 1) 
(n- r + 1)! r! 

if r > 1, and 1 for r 0. 

It has been proved 9 that the representation of a subspace 

S(na, n 8) is the swn of the irreducible representations: 

[n], [n-1, l], ...... ,[nQ'+l,ne -1], [nQ', ns], 

each occurring once. Adding all subspaces S(na, n 8), it follows that an 

irreducible representation [n- r, r] occurs (n - -2r + 1) times in the 

decomposition of Sn. Since each irreducible representation occurs on

ly once in S(na' n 8), the label E• numbering the multiple o~currences 

of the same re pre sentation À, can be identified with the partition 

(na, n 8). It has also been deduced 9 that a one-to-one correspondence 

exists between the irreducible representations [n - r, r] and the val

ues of the total spin quanturn number S. As the multiplicity (2S + 1} 

must be equal to the number of occurrences (n - 2r + .1} of the repre

sentation [n- r, r], it follows that: 

S = tn - r. 
The rules for the decomposition of Sn into subspaces S(À, p} 

can now be summarized as follows: the irreducible representations À 

correspond to the partitions [n - r, r J; the spin functions contained in 

S(À, p) have the total spin quanturn number S = in - r. The label E• 
which numbers the multiple occurrences of the representation À, also 

corresponds toa partition of::: (na, n8). Thus, E corresponds to the 

magnetic spin quanturn number S = (n - n 6 )/2. These results are z Q' 
clearly illustrated in Tables 1-3. 
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Construction of the Pauli veetors 

To find the Pauli vector belonging to the subspace S(À, p) x 

0(\, k), we use the theorem that every irreducible representation of 

the permutation group TI is equivalent to a real unitary matrix repre-
11 n --

sentation of TI Let [crÀ} he an orthonormal basis in the subspace 
n r 

S(À, p) such that 

(35) 

where {UÀ(P)} is a re al unitary matrix representation of TI with di-
~ n 

mension n,. Similarly [cp "-} is an orthonormal basis in the associated 
"~ r 

subspace O(À, k), satisfying: 

( 36) 

The antisyYUmetrizer A, the projection operator corresponding 

to the antisyYUmetric representation, reads: 

1 A=-r L: s(P) P. 
n. p 

( 37) 

À "\ For the construction of a Pauli vector HÀ) from the vector a cp we 
r r 

substitute (35) and (36): 

*(À) = A (cr~cp~) 

= n\. L: s(P) (P crÀ)(P l) 
p r r 

Ii! L: cr~ cp; L: s(P) UÀ (P) s(P) u; (P). 
s, t p sr r 

This becomes: 

as s(P)s(P) = 1 and (U\P)} is a real unitary representation: 

Utr(P) = [u-\P)] = U (P-l) . 
rt rt 
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From the general orthogonality relation 

proved by Johnston8 (ö .. is the Kronecker symbol), it follows that: 
lJ 

( 38) 

In order to proceed with the construction of the Pa1:1li vectors, 

the bases [crÀ} and {cpt}. transforming according to (35) and (36), must 
r r 

be obtained. To construct a basis for S(J.., p), one operates with the 

character projection operators of the irreducible representation À on 

the basis elements of the space S(na' n8). where the partition (na, n8) 

corresponds top. From the resulting veetors a real orthonormal basis 

[crÀ} is constru~ed. Operating on this basis with all group elements P, 
r 

a re al unitary matrix representation [ UÀ(P)} is obtained according to 

(35). If in the decomposition of 0 the associated irreducible represen-
- n 

tation r occurs, the basis [c/J for o(1'. k) is constructed with the aid 
r *) 

of the matrix-element projection operators: 

p operating on on. 

Si nee ( UÀ(P)} is a re al unitary re pre sentation of n , this expres si on 
n 

becomes: 
nÀ À 

L: U (P) P . 
ÏÏT P rs 

(39) 

*) 
These matrix-element projection operators, which should be di s tinguished from the more fami liar 

character projection operators: 

obey the relations: 
p AÀ E A\ u" (P), (40) 

st rt rs 
r 

A" AIJ. 
ÖÀIJ. 6 A\ ( 41) 

r s · uv s u rv 

and: (A~s )+ = AÀ (42) 
sr 

Equation (42) !ollows because both thematrices u ' ·(P) and the l'(roup elementsPare unitary. 
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r 
The basis {<!)r} for 0{1', k) projected in On frqm an arbitrary product 

function <!'• 

transforma according to relation (36): 

p r 
C!'s 

These results are substituted into formula (38) to conclude the forma

tion of the Pauli vectors. The Pauli vector contained in the subspace 

S(À, p) x o(r, k) is: 

1jr(À, p, k) L: 
À, p r. k 

nÀ crs <l's 
s 

EcrÀ'p(Ar <!')· ( 43) 
nÀ s sk 

s 

r 
Each column vector~ of matrix...element projection operators Ask , 

(s = 1, nÀ), multiplied by the spin vector crÀ' P, yields a Pauli vector . 

Different columns~ produce veetors that are either identical (except 

for multiplication by a scalar constant) or linearly independent. The 

number of independent Pauli vector s belonging to a certain spin state 

is equal to the number of occurrences (k) of the irreducible represen

tation r in the decomposition of 0 . 
n 

In principle, the construction o f the Pauli veetors might also 

be performed starting from determinantal wave functions . Linear com

binations of determinants that are eigenfunctions of s 2 have then to be 

formed. This procedure, however, is much more cumhersome than 

the group theoretica! method. 

Classification of the energies according toS and Sz 

Pauli veetors belonging to different irreducible representa

tions À, i.e . to different values of the total spinS, are non-interacting 
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with respect to the Hamilton operator, if this operato:r does not con

tainspin-orbit coupling terme:, or, more generally, if it commutes 

with 5 2 . This means that matrix elements of the Hamiltonian with 

Pauli veetors of different À are zero. To demonstrate this, we deiine: 

w(À) A ( À rl L: 
À 1: 

= cr r cpr = as C!'s , 
nÀ s 

and: w(~) A (cr~ (!)~) L: (J~ C!'ll 
q q n t t t 

~ 

Next we write H = H' + H", where H' is symmetrie in the electron 

space coordinates and H" in the spin coordinates. The matrix elements 

of H' write: 

H ' 
À~ 

<w(À)IH'i~(~)) 

(A(crÀ C!lrliH'iA(crlll·)). 
r r q q 

As A cernroutes with H' andis hermitian and idempotent, this formula 

becomes: 
1 À À -

H},_ll (cr Cl' IH'IL:crll(!)ll) n r r s s 
~ s 

1 ~ (crÀ lcr11 ) ((!))._ !H•Ii> ( 44) 
n r s r s 
~ 5 

5ince (cr ~I cr~) is zero if À I ~, it fellows that H},_~ = 0 for different rep

resentations À and ~ . The same holds for H~~. 

If the Hamiltonian does not contain any spin terros at all, thus 

commuting with both 5 2 and 5 , matrix elements between Pauli vec-z 
tors belonging to the same 5, but to different Sz' are also zero. This 

fellows from the fact that E• labelling different spin functions that be

long to the same re pre sentation À, corre sponds uniquel y to a partition 

(nQ', ne) and, further' from the orthogonality of Q' and e. 

5implification of the energy matrix elements 

Summarizing the foregoing considerations , we can classify the 

eigenvalues of a spin-independent Hamiltonian a ccording to the irreduc 

ible representations (À, p) of TI afforded by the spinspaceS , or, n n 
in other words, according to the spin values S and Sz. E i genvalues be-
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Ionging to the same S, but to different S , are ( 2S + 1) -fold degenerate. 
z 

We want to calculate these eigenvalues by the perturbation me-

thod described in Chapter II. For the calculation of a certain eigen

value, matrix elements must be evaluated between the functions 

w(À, p, i) and w(À, p, j) : 

w(À, p. i) 1 L:crsÀ,p r.i 
nÀ s cp s 

A.(cr cp) 
1 

(45) 

where a and cp are arbitrary functions in Sn and On respectively. 

This equation defines the projection operator : 

A. 
1 

= _l_ L: A À (spin) . At. ( space) 
nÀ s sp s1 

The matrix elements have the general forms: 

(A.iP IA.iP 1), (A.iP IA.ViP 1 ) and (A .ViP IA.ViP 1), 
1 J 1 J 1 J 

where iP and iP 1 are single products of spin and space functions: 

iP = (J'. cp cp I : (J' I, epi • 

( 46) 

If by cp and cp 1 we also understand Vcp and Vcp' (the operator V depends 

on the space coordinates only), the general matrix element reads: 

As the basis cr s in S(À, p) is orthonormal, this equation becomes: 

(47) 
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The calculation of the terms in the perturbation series of Ch,.èp

ter II now amounts to the evaluation of the "expectation values" of A~. 
lJ 

in each order of perturbation, integrating over the spatial electron co-

ordinates only, and solving a secular problem of an order equal to the 

number of times that r occurs in 0 . If the irreducible representation 
n 

r occurs only once in the decomposition of on, the perturbation terms 

are obtained directly. 

Examples 

To illustrate the foregoing theory examples with n = 2, 3 and 4 

have been worked out. The results obtained will be used in further 

chapter s. The irreducible re pre sentations of TI 2 , TI 3 and rr4 , their char

acters and the orthonormal spin bases are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 

Table la 

Character table of n 2 

nz I pl2 

[ 2, 0] =Al l l 

[I. IJ= A 2 I -I 

Table lb 

Decomposition of the spin space s 2 

n2 I 0 -1 

Al et( l) et(2) h. (et( l) 8(2) + 8( I) a(2)] e( I) e(z) 

Az _rh. [a( I) 8(2) - a( I) a(2)] 

n = 2 

The projection operators of rr 2 are 

and 
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The space 0 2 , generated from the electron space function cp ~ a(l) a(2), 

is a basis for A 1 = A.2 . The only Pauli vector is: 

l w = 72 (ey(l) 8(2) - 8(1) 0'(2)] . a(l) a(2) . 

The theory prediets correctly that the state S = 1 is excluded . 

With two different space orbitals, 0 2 , consisting of a(l) b{2) and 

b{l) a{2), is decomposed as A 1 + A 2 . The projected space veetors are: 

Al 
A cp H a(l) b{ 2} + b{l) a( 2} ], 

A2 
and A cp Ha(l) b{2}- b{l) a{2)], 

the Pauli veetors being: 

n = 3 

1 
l(r singlet = L;TL. (O'S - 80') . {ab + ba) 

Q'Q' 

*triplet = 1- h (0'8 + 80') . {ab -ba} 

88 

A three-electron system gives less trivia! results. The two- · 

dimensional representation E is self-associated. A real unitary ma

trix repre sentation (UE{P}} is constructed by examining the action of 

all group elements on the orthonormal spin basis: 

(: 0 ) t ~1 ) (' ':') -ï' 
I pl2 pl3 

. 1-/'3 

c -~') (' -i~') (' ·~) 
-ï' -ï' -ï' 

p23: pl23: p 132: 1 

-i'J3 1-/'3 -z -z/3 -z 

The space function a(l) a{2} a{3), a basis for A 1, is excluded, 

as i) = A 2 does not occur in the decomposition of s 3 . 
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Table 2a 

Character table of n3 

n3 I (Pl2)3 (P123l2 

[3, 0] =Al I I 1 

(I, 1, IJ = A 2 1 - 1 1 

[2, IJ = E 2 0 - 1 

Table 2b 

Decomposition of the spin space s 3 

3 .!. l 3 IX n3 2 • -. -· 
I A (eea + eae + aeel ! A aaa ~ (aaB + aBa + Baal eee 

I 

Az 

E 
l ~ (aea + eaa - 2aael ! ~ (eae + aBB - 2seal 

t 
]7. (aBa - Baal 7'l (eae - aeel 

The function ~ = a(l) a(2) b(3) generates a three-dimensional 

representation which decomposes as A 1 + E. The Pauli vectors, eer

responding to E(S =i), read: 

with: 

l l l l 
.1.2' +z- _.!. E 2· +2 ' - -z as-

s 

Substitution of the spin and space functions yields: 

l +.!. C1'SQ' + 8C1'C1' -"., I· 2· 2 1 

* 47ti (aba - baa) + 
l l SC1'B + C1'8B - 2BBC1' 2· -2 

+ 1 
C1'8 C1' - 8C1'C1' 

. ( 2 aab - a ba - baa) , 47ti BC1'B - Q'BB 

or, written differently: 

C1'8C1'1 - aba} + 
8C1'8 

(aab - baa) + 
a BB 

(aba - aal 
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As the irreducible representation E occurs only ~nee in 0 3 , the two 

Pauli veetors obtained from different columns A~k (k = l, 2) are iden

tical. 

To c'!:.!,culate the energy belonging toS =i. only "expectation 

value s" of A:~\ ( or those of A~2 , which are identical) must be evalua

ted. The state S =! does not occur. 

lf cp consists of three different space functions 

1,p a(l) b(2) c(3) , 

0 3 affords the regular representation of n3 . Its decomposition is 

A 1 + A 2 + 2E. The Pauli veetors are: 

for S = t: 

,h (aaS + aS a + Saa) 

h (SSa +SaS + aSS) 

sse 

. (abc - bac - cba - acb +cab+ bca) , 

for S =i 
aSa + Saa - 2aaS 

i(2abc- 2bac + cba + acb- cab- bca)-
SaS + aS S - 2S Sa 

a Sa 
- Saai· 
- aSS 

t (cba - acb - cab+ bca) 

( -2abc + 2bac - cba - acb + cab + bca) + 

+ I a Sa 
SaS 

(abc - bac - cba + 2acb +cab - 2bca) + 

I
Saa 

+ . 
aSS 

(abc - bac + 2cba - acb - 2cab + bca) , 
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and: 

1 +.!. 0'~0' + ~0'0' 20'0'~ z-, 2 

*2 1 1 80'8 + 0'88 2880' z-, -2 

t (cba - acb +cab - bca) -

0'~0' - 80'0' 
t (2abc + 2bac - cba- acb - cab - bca) 

80'~ - 0'~ 8 

!""a = ( -cba + acb - cab + bca) + 
880' 

0'80' 
+ (-abc - bac + cba + cab) + 

~0'~ 

~0'0' 

+ (abc + bac - acb - bca) . 
0'88 

It is easily verified that these functions are indeed antisymmetrie with 

respect to electron permutations. Calculation of the energy forS= -s

requires the computation of the "expectation values" of AA2 in each 

order of perturbation. The evaluation of the energy for S = t necessi

tates the computation of the "expectation values" of all elements of the 

matrix: 

and the solution of a secular problem of order 2. 

n = 4 

The four -electron case is somewhat more complicated. We 

will profit from the simplification that the Pauli veetor s themselves 

need not be constructed. We just indicate the occurring spin states 

and the projection operators, the "expectation values " o f which are 

required to compute the energies. 
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n4 

Al 

AZ 

E 

Tl 

Tz 

Table 3a 

Character t a bie 0 f n4 

n4 (PI2)6 (Pl23)8 (P 1234)6 ( P IZP34)3 

[ 4, 0] =Al 

(I, I. I, I] =AZ -1 -1 

[2, 2] E 2 0 -I 0 2 

[2, I. I] Tl 3 -1 0 _) 

[3 IJ T 2 3 0 -I 

Table 3b 

Decomposition of t he spin space s4 

2 I 0 

I I 
Qaetet 2 (o-crcrB + <>cr8cr + 0'80'<> + Scrcrcr) .Tt> (crcr8B + <>SerB + 0'88er + SererS + BerBer + BBcrer) 

I 
I m (2crer8B - erSerS - er88<> - SererS - BerBer + 28Berer) 

I 2 (erBcrB - er88er - SererS + BerBer) 

I 
(ererer8 - <l'<>Ber + o-Boo - Sererer) 

I 
2 [2 (ercrB B - 8Bcrer) 

l 
n(erSerer- erer<>S) 

I J1. (erB<>S - B<>Ber) 

I 
.?'Z("'"'eer - B<>aal 

I 7! (ereea - Bererel 

The representations T 1 and T 2 of rr 4 are associated, Eis self

associated. Real unitary matrix representations are given: 

p 12' 
( 

1 
-2 

-t/3 
( 

1 
-2 

· tn 
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p 1324' p 1423: c 0) (-i -t/"3) (-t 
pl234' pl432: 1 1 p 1243' p1342: *.!3 

-1 -2./3 2 ~ 

:) 
[uT2 (P)} 

E {~ : D 
(-i~' 

-i./2 

~') c 0 

~) ' ( t~2 i./2 tn pl2 
1 

pl3 : 0 -1 pl4 
1 

-2 -2 -2 
1 1 0 0 i./2 

1 
2f2 -2 -2 2 -2 

1 
-2 

1 
2 

u~, 
-if2 Y) c 0 

D p34 ( :~2 i./2 -i[') 
p23: 

1 

p24: ~ +1 1 
-2 -2 -2 • 

1 0 1 1 
-2./2 2 -2 -2./2 -2 -2 

The other elements of the representation (U T1 (P)} can be found 

by multiplication of thematrices corresponding to the two-cycles. 

There are three interesting cases: 

l. Two doubly occupied space orbitals: Cf' = a(l) a(2) b(3) b(4). 

The six-'dimensional representation of 0 4 is equal to 

A1 + E + T 2 . 

Only E is associated to a representation (E) occurring in the decompo

sition of s4 , i.e. the total spin must be zero. As E occurs in 0 4 only 

once, theenergyeigenvalue belonging toS= 0 is calculated from the 

"expectation values" of A~1 (or AÎ2). 

2. Three different orbitals, one of which is doubly occupied: 

Cf' a(l) a( 2) b( 3) c( 4). 0 4 has dimension 12. Its decomposition is 

A1 + E + Tl + 2T 2 . 
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E and T 1, each occurring once, are associated to the representa

tions E and T 2 of s4 , corresponding toS = 0 and S = 1 respectively. 

The energy for S = 0 is calculated with the projection operator A 1 ~ 
{or A2~) and that forS= 1 with A 1il (or A 2'Jl or A 3Jl). 

3 . In the case of four different space orbitals, o;affords the reg-

u1ar representation of rr4 and, therefore, decomposes as A1 + A 2 + 
+ 2E + 3T 1 + 3T 2 . Computation of the energy for S = 0 involves the 

calculation of the "expectation values" of the matrix of projection 

operators of E and the so1ution of a two-dimensional secular prob-

1em. The energy for S = 1 is found by solving a three-dimensional 

secular prob1em with the "expectation values" of the projection op

erators of T 1; the energy for S = 2 is evaluated direct1y from the 

"expectation values" of AA2. 

For larger ~ the auxiliary techniques described by Matsen6 and 

Goddard7 are of great advantage. Especially the theory of Young tab

leaux11 is very useful. 

Space symmetry 

The eigenstatesof the Hamiltonian can also be classified ac

cording to the irreducible representations of the space symmetry group 

G of the system. To construct the states which are both eigenfunctions 

of the spin operators and possess a definite symmetry in geometrie 

space, we have to decompose the function space that is generated from 

a single product function cp( 1, ........ n) by all operations of the prod-

uct group G x rrn' with respect to the irreducib1e representations of 

this group. 
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Chapter IV 

TEST OF THE PERTURBATION THEORY ON H; 

The establishment of suitable criteria for convergence or semi

convergence of the perturbation series described in Chapter II is rath

er difficult. Even more difficult is the assessment, on a theoretica! 

basis, of the rapidity of the convergence , i.e. of the impravement of 

the wave functions and the energy with increasing orders of perturba

tion. For this reason, and in order to acquire some information on the 

magnitude of the "Unsold average excitation energy" as a function of 

interatomie distance - which will be useful in further, approximate, 

calculations - we have evaluated the lowe st order terms in the per

turbation series for H; . 

The hydragen molecule ion, the simplest model to study inter~ 

atomie interactions, has been the subject of several perturbation cal

culations. Among these are the calcula tions of McQua rrie and Hirsch

felder1, a test of the Hirschfelder-Silbey theor/, and those of Lyon et 

al~ ' 4 , who ,start with a Guillemin- Zener wave function which for a 

special parameter choice becomes equal to the sum of atomie hydra

gen ground state wave functions : the F auling function6 • 

Very accurate calculations on H; in the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation we re c a rrie d out by Bate s, Ledsham a nd Stewart6 a nd 

byPeek7 . 

Although in H; no electron exchang e symmetry exists, the i

dentity of the nuclei gives, in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 

rise to a reflection symmetry in geometrie space. The unperturbed 

system consists of a hydragen a tom a nd a prot on . As soon a s t he s e 

systems are brought tagether, the electron wave functions can be sep

arated into two parts, which are symmetrie and antisymmetric, re

spectively, with respect to this reflection . The normal Rayleigh-Schro-
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dinger perturbation theory, which does not distinguish between the 

symmetrie and the antisymmetrie states, gives less satisfactory re

sults, except for large internuclear distance, where all ov erlap be

tween atomie functions may be neglected. We have calculated the fir st 

and second order energy and the first order wave function by the per

turbation theory proposed in Chapter II for the lowest symmetrie and 
+ antisymmetrie state of H 2 . 

The perturbation-variation procedure 

Suppose the electron belongs to nucleus~; the Hamilton opera

tor descrihing the non-interacting system then reads: 

H 
0 

Lil 

2 
(48) 

The eigenfunction corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue, E 0 = - 0. 5, 

is the atomie hydrogen function: 

1 

Cj) = ls (l)=n-2 exp(-r 1) o a a ( 49) 

The interatomie interaction is: 

1 
V= R." -

ab rbl 
(50) 

all distauces and energies being given in atomie units. 

If we take the nuclear symmetry into account, the perturbation 

theory starts with the function: 

( 51) 

where the projection operator A reads: 

A =i [I + p b] ' - a 

the plus sign applying to the "gerade" state lcr and the minus sign to 
g 

the "ungerade" state lcru. I is the identity, P ab interchanges the nu-

clei a and b. 

Since the unperturbed function is exactly known, the first order 

energy: 
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(52) 

can be computed directly. This first order energy, which is identical 

to those of McQuarrie and Hirschfelder1 and Lyon et al:' 4 , equals the 

binding energy found from the simplest molecular orbital calculation 

with the Pauling function6 : 

The second order energy and the first order wave function, which are 

different from the expressions in the other methods 1 • 3 ' 4 , were ob

tained from a modified Hylleraas variation principle (see Chapter II). 

The functional : 

J=N-1 [(qliH -E jql)+(qliPVql )+(PVqJjqJ)] (53) 
0 0 0 0 

is seen to be an upper bound to the second order energy: 

e(Z) = N-1 (cp lvPR PVI'P > 
0 0 0 

by substituting ql = R PVql + ö and using equation ( 19): 
0 0 

PR (E - H ) = P . 
0 0 0 

Th is yields : 

> 

(54) 

J is equal to e(Z) if, and only if, ö is proportional to cp • In that case 
0 

the first order function is found: 

Pql = PR PVtÇ = $( l) 
0 0 

(55) 

An approximation to the second order energy and the fir st order func- · 

tion can be obtained by minimizing J with respect to variations of a 

trial function 'P. This variation procedure is carried out in practice 

by expanding qJ as a linear combination of basis functions: 

( 56) 

When we substitute this expansion, the functional J reads: 
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• I 

[ 
m 

J = N-l E 

k' t= 1 
( 57) 

with: 

and: 

)~ 

As H 0 is hermitian, the matrix H is self-adjoint: Hki, = H J,k" 

The minimization of J with respect to variations of <P req~ires: 

and: 

oJ -1 [ m ,~ * l 0 = ~ = N E Ck Hkt +V i, for i, = 1, .... m (58b) 
J, k= 1 

~:c 
(According to the theory of complex f~nctions the variations èl Ck and 

èlCk are independent) . 

The eq~ations (58a) and (58b), each representing a set of~ 

inhomogeneo~s linear eq~ations with ~ variables, are each other 's 

complex conj~gate. They are sol ved by: 

(59) 

s~bstit~tion of this reswt into (57) yields: 

J . m1n 
( 60) 

If for xk the eigenf~nctions of H 0 , excl~ding the gro~nd state f~nction 

ql0 , are chosen, one finds: 

Hk.t = (q\IHo- Eoi<P.t) 

ók.t 
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m 
L: 

k= 1 

(PVcpoiC!'k) (C!'kiPV(j)o) 

EO- Ek 
( 61) 

This is obviously an upper bound to e( 2), where the same summation 

ranges over the complete set of cpk' each term being negative definite. 

However, the sum over a finite set of hydrogen functions can

not give a good approximation to e( 2l, unless continuum functions are 

included. As this would involve the evaluation of very complex inte

grale, we prefer to make another choice for xk' viz.: 

with: 

]
i 

J, 21,+2 
(2r) Ln+Hl (2r) exp (-r), 

( 62) 
2M2 

where Y J,, m(~. cp) are spherical harmonies and Ln+t+l (2r) are asso-

ciated Laguerre polynomials. 

These functions form a complete, orthonormal set for bound states8 • 9 • 

The lowest function x1, O, 0 is excluded from the variational basis, as 

it is exactly equal to the hydrogen 1 s function. 

Calculations and results 

Having introduced a convenient set of variation functions, we 

calculate e( 2) = J . (formula ( 60) ) , by evaluating the matrix elements: 
m1n 

HkJ, = (xkiH0 - E 0 lxp,) 

and: vk = <xkiPVcpo) = <xkiA(V- e(l)) Cl'o) 

To test the approximate first order function: 

'f(l) = P(j) . = P E X C , 
m1n k k k 

Ck being given by (59) - we compute the expectation value of the 

total energy: 
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E ( 63) 

~ 

According to the Rayleigh-Ritz variatien principle, E is an upper bound -to the exact energy. Moreover, when decomposing E into kinetic energy 

and potential energy, we can also test l)r + l(l) by the virial theorem, 
0 

which for two-atomic molecules reads10 

ZE R dE 
k . ::: - E - .."..,."R 1n pot un 

E is the tot al energy and R is the interatomie di sta nce. 

In the calculation ofe(z), Ek. and E t' one-center and two-ln po 
center ene-electron integrals occur. The ene-center int egrals are9 : 

<xn.e,ml- 41xn'i.'m' ) 
4n - 21. - 1 
2(21. + 3) for n = n' 

( 2n' + 1 ) 
u+ 3 

for n > n' , 

with: ::: r(n+i.+l}!Ji 
e:ni, Ltn-l-1)! 

(64) 

and: 
1 e:n' i, <x I - lx > = ó a -ni,m r n't'm' mm' l.i.' · e 

n l. 

1 
i,+ l (65) 

The two-center integrals can be reduced to the types : 

where Xa and xb are Slater-type atomie orbitals . After a transformation 

to elliptic coordinates11 , these integrals were computed on an IBM 
'-') 7094 II computer by means of a FORTRAN program . The transforma-

tion to integrals with the orbitals x • described above, and the calcula-
(Z) ~ n..,m 

tion of e . Ek. and E t we re performed on an IBM 1800 computer. 
1n po 

*) 
This program, written by J. W. Richardson and 0 . Vaught of Purdue Universi t y , lndiana. 

càmputes all one-electron one-center and two- c enter integrals for n : 7 a nd t ~ 5 , expanding 

the~in An and Bn intei(rals (see Ref. ll). 
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Since all the one- and two-center integrals with orbitals of 

different magnetic quantum number ~ are zero, and the elements V k 

contain \1) 0 = x1, O, 0 , functions with 12:: different from zero do not par

ticipate in the variatien procedure. 

the 

The results are given in Tables 4-8. Tables 4 and 5 show, for 

1 cr and 1 cr state, ê:( Z) = J . and E - E as a function o f the si ze 
g u m1n o 

0.1 

-0.1 

\ I 
\ i 
l I 
\ i 
\ I 
1 l 

i 
\ 
i 
i 
\ 
i 
\ 

F ig. 1 Interaction energies 1:(1) (-.-) , e(l ) + e( 2) (- -). 

7 

- + E- E 0 (--,-) and Eexa c t (- -) for the l cr g state of H 2 
a nd those for the lcr u state (the 4 curves coincide) 

as a function of interatom-ie distance . 
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of the variational basis. In each basis E: ranges from 2 to nmax and J, 

from 0 to (n -1) (t smaller than 6). In addition ton t he total num-
max 

ber of variational functions is indicated between brackets . It is observ-

ed that ê'( 2), indeed, decreases with e a ch enlargement of t he basis, 
/ 

Tab1e 4 

e(2) = J . and E - E as a function of the si ze of the variationa1 bas i s for the 10" -state 
m1n o g 

R 'l(Z) (a. u.) for n (tota1 numbe r of variationa1 functions) ma x 

(ao) 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(2) (5) (9) ( 14) {20) (26) 

0. 5 -0. 3347 -0. 3468 -0. 3510 .0. 3528 -0. 3536 - 0 . 3541 

1.0 -0. 1646. -0. 1878 -0. 1921 -0. 1933 - 0. 1941 -0. 1946 

1.5 -0.0767 -0.0981 -0. 1005 -0. 1018 -0. 1025 -0 . 1029 

2.0 -0.0363 -0.0512 -0.0534 -0 . 0546 -0 . 0551 -0.0553 

2. 5 -0.0183 -0. 0271 -0.0298 -0.0306 -0.0309 -0.0311 

3.0 -0.0104 -0. 0148 -0.0177 - 0. 0182 -0.0185 -0. 0186 

3.5 -0.0068 -0.0087 -0.0112 -0. 0117 -0.0119 -0.0120 

4.0 -0.00491 -0.00569 -0.00744 -0. 00796 -0.00817 -0 . 00823 

5.0 -0.00267 -0.00308 -0.00356 -0.00406 -0.00418 -0. 00425 

6.0 -0.00136 -0. 00174 -0.00182 -0. 00204 -0.00218 -0.00222 

7.0 -0.00067 -0.00092 -0.00096 - 0. 00101 -0.00111 - 0. 00115 

10.0 -0. 000113 -0.000144 -0.000156 -0.000165 -0. 000169 -0. 000178 

12.5 -0. 0000421 -0.0000495 -0.0000506 -0. 0000526 -0. 0000554 -0.0000568 

15.0 -0.0000198 .0.0000228 -0.0000229 -0. 0000230 -0.0000235 - 0.0000245 

-
R 

E - E 0 (a. u.) for nmax (tot al number of variational functions) 

(ao) 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(2) (5) (9) (14) (20) (26) 

0.5 0.8620 0.8988 0.8906 0.8873 0.8847 0.8720 

1.0 0.0753 0. 1131 0. 1034 0 . 1012 0. 100 I 0.0993 
1.5 - 0.0729 -0.0555 -0.0595 -0.0609 -0.0618 -0.0622 

2. 0 -0.0962 -0.0928 -0. 0932 -0. 0944 -0. 0948 -0.0950 

2. 5 -0.0884 -0.0900 -0.0897 -0 . 0906 -0.0908 -0.0910 
3. 0 -0.0733 -0. 0754 -0.0757 -0 . 0761 -0 .. 0763 -0.0764 

3. 5 -0.0576 -0.0590 -0.0598 -0.0600 -0.0602 -0.0603 
4.0 -0.0437 -0 . 0445 -0. 0453 -0. 0454 -0 .. 0456 -0.0457 

5.0 -0.0230 - 0.0235 -0.0238 - 0.0240 -0.0241 -0. 0241 
6.0 -0.01103 -0. 01145 - 0.01153 .0. 01163 -0. 01171 -0. 01176 

7.0 - 0.00502 -0 . 00530 -0.00535 -0. 00537 -0.00542 - 0.00546 

10. 0 - 0.000468 -0. 000511 .0.000519 -0.000525 -0.000528 -0 . 000534 
12. 5 -0.000094 -0.000105 -0.000106 -0.000107 ·-O. 000109 -0. 000110 
15. 0 -0.0000328 -0.0000372 -0.0000373 -0.0000374 -0.0000376 -0.0000384 
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an:d, moreover, that in general E decreases too, which means that 

v + 'f(l) become s a better approximation to the exact wave function of 
0 

the molecule. 
~(2) ~ 

In Table 6 e1, e1 + e and E - E 0 are compared with the ac-

curate results of Bates et al. 6 and Peek7 • This comparison is illustra

ted in Fig. 1. Table 7 shows the amelioration of v + 'f( l) with respect 0 . 

Table 5 

e! 2l = J . and E - E as a function of the size of the variational basis for the I" -state 
m1n a u 

R ê'( 2)(a.u.) for n (total number of variational fWlctions) m a x 

(ao) 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(2) (5) (9) ( 14) (ZO) (26) 

1.0 -0. 0511 -0.0750 -0.0843 -0.0878 -0.0900 -0.0920 

1.5 -0. 0114 -0.0174 -0.0188 -0.0195 -0.0203 -0.0208 

2. 0 -0. 00222 -0.00367 -0.00388 -0. 00406 -0.00422 -0 . 00434 

2.5 -0 . 00026 -0.00069 -0.00078 -0. 00081 -0.00084 -0. 00086 

3. 0 - 0. 00001 -0.00021 -0.00033 -0. 00037 -0.00038 - 0.00038 

3.5 -0. 00011 -0.00023 -0.00036 -0.00044 -0. 00046 - 0. 0004 6 

4 . 0 -0.00022 -0.00030 -0. 00040 -0.00053 -0.00056 -0.00057 

5 . 0 -0.00029 -0.00034 -0.00037 -0.00052 -0.00056 -0.00059 

6.0 -0.00027 -0.00030 -0.00031 -0.00038 -0.00046 - 0. 00048 

7 . 0 -0.00021 -0.00023 -0.00025 -0. 00027 -0.00033 -0.00036 

10.0 -0. 000088 -0.000094 -0.000100 -0 . 000108 -0. 000 lil -0. 000119 

12 . 5 -0.000040 -0.000045 -0.000045 -0 . 000047 -0.000049 -0.000051 

15 . 0 -0.0000197 -0.0000223 -0.0000223 -0 . 0000224 - 0.0000229 -0.0000239 

R E- E 0 (a. u.) for nmax (total number of variational functions) 

(ao) 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(2) (5) (9) (14) (20) ( 26) 

1.0 0.9665 0.9485 0. 9423 0.9404 0.9397 0. 9390 

1.5 0.5546 0.5487 0. 54 75 0 . 5471 0 . 5466 0.5463 

2.0 0. 3357 0. 3340 0. 33 37 0 . 3336 0. 3335 0. 3334 

2. 5 0.20896 0. 20834 0.20824 0. 20822 0.20819 0. 208 18 

3.0 0. 1324 I 0. 13211 0. 1320 1 0 . 13199 0. 13198 0 . 13198 

3 . 5 0 . 08487 0. 08470 0.08459 0.08455 0.08453 0.08453 

4 . 0 0. 05478 0 . 05466 0. 05458 0. 05451 0. 05449 0.05448 

5.0 0.02298 0 . 02291 0.02289 0.02280 0.02277 0.02275 

6.0 0.00957 0.00953 0 . 00952 0.00946 0.00943 0. 00941 

7.0 0.00390 0.00387 0 . 00385 0.0038 3 0.00380 0 . 00378 

10.0 0.000167 0 . 000155 0.000150 0.00014 3 0 . 000140 0. 000 137 

12 . 5 -0.000029 -0.000037 -0. 000037 -0.000039 -0.000040 -0. 00004 I 

15.0 -0. 0000264 -0.0000304 -0.0000305 -0.0000306 -0.0000310 -0.0000315 
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to $0 , giving the relation: 

~ dE I;>( 
- (E t + R -:J"'I'i"") .t:..k. po un. 1n 

as calculated with $0 and with $0 + )'(l) respectively. ~~is obtained 

from the "exact" energy curve6 • 7 • According to the virial theorem, 

this relation should be 2 for the exact wave function. 

Table 6 

Interaction energies {a. u .. ) forthela g and la u-state of H;. 

R 1 o -state 
g 

(ao) 
el ei + ~2) E-E E 

0 exact 

0.5 I. 0787 0 . 7246 0. 8720 

1.0 0 . 2!16 0.0170 0 . 0993 0.0482 

1.5 0 . 0050 -0 . 0979 .0 . 0622 -0.0823 

2.0 .0 . 0538 -0. 1091 -0 . 0950 -0. 1027 

2.5 -0.0648 -0 . 0959 -0.0910 -0.0938 

3. 0 .o . 0591 -0 . 0777 - 0.0764 -0.0776 

3. 5 . 0.0482 -0 . 0602 -0.0603 -0.0608 

4.0 -0.0369 -0 . 0451 -0 . 0457 -0 . 0461 

5 . 0 -0 . 0192 -0 . 0235 -0.0241 -0 . 0245 

6.0 .0 .0091 -0 . 0113 -0.0118 -0 . 0120 

7.0 -0.0040 .o . oo5i -0 . 0055 .0.0056 

10. 0 -0.000297 -0 . 000475 -0. 000534 .0 . 000579 

12.5 -0 . 000031 -0 . 000088 .o. 000110 -0.000131 

15.0 .0 . 0000030 -0 . 0000275 -0. 0000384 .0 . 0000489 

R 1 a -state 
u 

(ao) 
el ei + ê'(2) E-E E 

0 exact 

1.0 I. 04 54 0. 9534 0.9390 0.9352 

1.5 0. 5726 . 0. 5518 0 . 5463 0. 54 35 

2. 0 0 . 3391 0. 3348 0 . 3334 0.3325 

2. 5 0.20936 0. '20850 0.20818 0.20793 

3. 0 0 . 13244 0. !3206 0. 13198 0. 13191 

3. 5 0.08505 0.08459 0 . 08453 0.08451 

4.0 0 . 05511 0. 05454 0.05448 0 . 05445 

5. 0 0 . 02343 0 . 02284 0.02275 0 . 02271 

6.0 0.00998 0.00950 0 . 0094 1 0 . 00936 

7 . 0 0 . 00422 0.00386 0 . 00378 0. 00373 

10. 0 0 . 000299 0 . 000180 0.000!37 0 . 000099 

12. 5 0 . 000031 -0.000020 -0.000041 - 0 . 000061 

15. 0 0 . 0000030 -0.0000209 -0.0000315 -0 . 0000421 
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Table 7 

The virial ~uotient - (E + R '!;) / E . 
pot on k1n 

la la 
g u 

R (a0 ) 

v ~ + )'( 1) • + 1'( 1) 
0 0 ~0 0 

0 . 5 3. 28 2. 106 

1.0 2.86 2.006 I. 42 I. 90 

1.5 2. 61 1. 986 1. 68 1. 9 1 

2.0 2. 43 1. 99 3 1. ss I. 95 

2.5 2. 29 2. 00 I I. 94 I. 98 

3.0 2. 17 2.005 I . 991 I . 991 

3 . 5 2.09 2. 004 2. 015 I. 998 

4 . 0 2 . 03 I. 999 2. 024 2.002 

5.0 I. 97 1. 990 2.024 2.004 

6 . 0 I. 97 I. 990 2. 017 2.004 

7.0 I. 98 1. 992 2.010 2.003 

Tab1e 8 

.ó.E as a function of the interatomie distance 
av 

R (a0 ) 

liEav (a. u.) 

la la g u 

0.5 1. 36 

1.0 1. 12 6 . 8 

1.5 0.99 6.3 

2.0 0.90 7.4 

2. 5 0.83 10. I 

3. 0 0.78 7.0 

3. 5 0 . 73 2. 3 

4.0 0.69 1. 15 

5 . 0 0. 61 0 . 78 

6.0 0 . 57 0 . 75 

7.0 0 . 54 0.73 

The Unsold approximation 

As derived in Chapter II, the Unsold second order energy reads: 

e( 2) (Un•old) " • •i;,av [ N" 1(o 0 I VAV lo 0 ) - [e(l)l ']· ( 66) 
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By evaluating the expression betwee~ square brackets and equating the 

second order energy to 'i- 2) calculated befor~, the "average excitation 

energy" is determined for a range of interatomie distances. In addition 

to some integrals of types calculated earlier, two new integrals occur. 

One of them is easily computed: 

<xJ~- . -:}- lxb) = 2 exp ( -Rab) ' 
a b 

X a and x b being the functions: 1 sa and 1 sb. 

The second one : 

<xai(-J-) 2 1xa> • 
b 

is expressed, after some coordinate transformations, in the functions: 

-t CD -t 
Ei(x) = f _e_dt and E 1(x) = f e 

dt' (x> 0) 
t -t-

-X x 

which have been tabulated12 • The results are given in T able 8. 

Conclusions 

In both the "gerade" and the "ungerade" state the approximated 

secend order energy gives a good correction to the first order energy 

in the range 0. 5 a 0 _::: R _::: 7 a 0 . Also the impravement in the expectation 

value of the Hamiltonian obtained by including the fir st order function 

- E 0 + e(l) equals the expectation value of H with w 0 only - is resona

bly goed. 

In the ground state the first order energy is a rather poor approx 

imation to the exact energy. The equilibrium distance between the nuclei 

and the dis sociation energy of the molecule, calculated in fir st order , dif

fer considerably from the correct values. The corrections g iven by the 

second order energy and by the first order function are relatively large 
~(2} ~ 

and cause e1 + e and E - E 0 to fit the exact energy curve reasonably 

well. For the lowest anti-bonding state , on the contrary, the first order 

energy is much closer to the exact energy. The corrections from the 

second order energy and the first order function are indeed much small

er than in the ground state and imprave the re sult even more. 

In first order, the difference between the "gerade" and the "un

gerade" state is evident. But also in the secend order energy the terms 
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that appear by taking the nuclear symmetry into account are very im

portant. Without these terros the secend order energy would be equal 

in the lcr and lcr states, as for both states the same atomie ground 
g u 

state wave function is used as unperturbed function. From the results 

obtained we can conclude further that, even for the smallest interatomie 

distance considered, the lewest order terros in the perturbation series 

are physically significant. 

When R is of the magnitude of the Van der Waals minimum dis

tanee of the lcr state ( 12.5 a ) or larger, the approximated secend or-
u 0 

der energy turns out to be smaller than the dispersion energy: the sec-

end order energy calculated by Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation 

theory without taking symmetry into account. For the asymptotic limit 

of infinite R, the difference becomes a factor of 2. For large inter

atomie distance the secend order energy approaches asymptotically 

the expression: 

(67) 

where cpk are atomie orbitals centered on nucleus a and the operat or 

P ab interchanges the nuclei~ and È: All other ter~s in e( 2) decrease 

exponentially with increasing R. 

The first part of this expression is exactly equal to half the disper

sion energy. What the secend part amounts to, is not obvious. The intro

duetion of the limit of zero interatomie overlap into each term of the suln

matien would cause the second sum to vanish. However, this limit may 

not be interchanged with the infinite summatien over excited states cpk. 

The effect of e;( 2) being too smal! by a factor of 2 for large dis

tanee was also observed by Certain et al. in calculations on a model of 

two interacting harmonie oscillators13 and on the hydrogen molecul~14 • 
The reasen for this could be that, with increasing distance, the secend 

part of (67) decreases more rapidly than the first part, which was actual

ly found by Certain in the harmonie oscillator model. However, Musher 

and Amos1 s have proved for the hydrogen molecule that in the expression 

equivalent to (67) - which is the average of the singletand the triplet 
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energy, also consisting of two infinite summations - the two parts are 

of equal magnitude, up to terros of higher order. Thus, the exact second 

order energy in our perturbation series will, for large R, approach the 

dispersion energy. According toMusher and Amos it is the neglect of 

the continuurn states in the summation that leads to e( 2) being too small 

by a factor of 2, causing the second sum to vanish for large R . 

This conclusion is confirmed by our calculations of H;. We ob

served indeed that with increasing R the higher functions contribute 

increasingl y to the approximate sec'ond order ener gy e( 2). In the lar

gest set we used (26 functions with n ::_ 7), for large R the coefficients 
I 

and the energy contributions of the highest functions are so important 

that we cannot consider e( 2) to be sta bie with re speet to enlar gement 

of the variational basis. The second part of (67) causes this slow con

vergence. Although we have used a basis which does n ot n eed the in

clusion of continuurn states to form a complete set, the restrietion to 

a limited number of basis functions is equivalent to truncating the sum

mation in e( 2) to a finite set of qlk. It would be the approximation pro

cedure, rather than the expression for the exact second order energy, 

which is responsible for the asymptotic deviation from the dispersion 

energy. 

Goscinski and Brändas16 have shown that by using * + Àl( l) , 
0 

instead of * 0 + l ( l), and minimizing with re speet to À , a better expec-

tation value of the energy is obtained. 

If the Unsold averaging over excited states is performed , the 

two partsof (67) have exactly the same form, their sum being equal 

to the Unsold formula for the dispersion energy. When the nuclei are 

far apart, the "average excitation energy" in this Unsold dispersion 

ene·rgy, as wellas in the complete Unsold second order energy (66), 

il;l independent of the di stance . For H; this c onsta nt value is 0. 445 = 

= 0 . 891 E I, which is practically attained for R > 12. 5 a . 
0 0 

Eisenschitz and London17 , referring to their calculations on 

H 2 , remarked that the "average excitation energy" should increase 

with smaller internuclear di stance, in order to maintain the minimum 

in the first order ground state e nergy. Dalgarno a nd Lynn1 8 formul a 

·ted this conclusion in a quantitative manner. In our calculations on 

H; this effect was indeed found. 
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Chapter V 

ADSORPTION ON METAL SURFACES 

THEORETICAL 

Experimentall y a lar ge amount of data on the adsorption on m e t

al surfaces has been collected. In particular for measuring the adsorp

tion on transition metals, which is of great importance for the study of 

heterogeneaus catalysis, many different techniques have been applied. 

The interpretation of all the results is nota simple task and has been 

the subject of many studies, a few of which are listed in Re f s. 1-5 . 

The data should refer to well-defined surfaces. Possible per

turbing effects of impuritie s or of the measuring device must be ruled 

out. Therefore, the results which have been obtained be fo re the devel

opment of modern ultra-high vacuum techniques should be considered 

with great caution. Precise information about the structure of the sur

face, which may be essentially different from the bulk structure6 -~ 

must be acquired. Only then can a more general interpretation of the 

adsorption phenomena in the framewerk of the electronic theory of 

bonding be pos si ble . 

Us.ually two types of adsorption are distinguished: physical ad

sorption and chemisorption. Physical adsorption is caused by the Van 

der Waals or dispersion forces which also act between neutral atoms 

or molecules in the liquid or gas phase. It manifests itself as a non

activated adsorption most! y occurring at low temperature . The proper

ties of the adsorbed species, such as its electronic or vibrational spec

tra, are only slightly modified by phys i cal adsorption; the heat of ad

sorption is low (< 10 kcal/mole}. 

Although it was thought for some time that chemisorption would 

require an activatien energy and would occur only at higher tempera

tures, it is now admitted that this is in many cases not true. Chemi-
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sorption involves the formation of strong localized honds to the , sur

face . The heat of adsorption is high (> 20 kcal/mole, 200 kcal / mole 

not being an exception). Chemisorption generally causes an important 

modiHeation of the adsorbed species,which may even result in the dis

sociation of some of the adsorbate honds. For this reason chemisorp

tion is of great interest for heterogeneaus catalysis. It should be noted, 

however, that the di viding line between physical adsorption and c hemi

sorption is not a sharp one; many intermediate forms have been fo.und. 

The geometrie and electronic factors 

Especially the transition metals are active in chemisorption 

and catalysis. The first attempts to understand the mechanism of ad

sorption tended to associate the observed activity with the bulk struc

ture of these metals. One tried to explain the different relati ve act i vi

ties of the various metals as well as the variation of the activity with 

the v a rious c rystal planes . In turn specia l importance was attributed 

to the 11 geometrie 11 and to the 11 electronic 11 factor. 

The geometrie factor is determined by the structure of the 

crystal plane which forms the surface . At first it was considered only 

a que st ion of lattice spacings; these should be such that maximum bond

ing with the adsorbate molecule s is possible9 • Balandin1 0 specially em

phasized the role of symmetry, for example , in the adsorption of ben

zene on a ( 111) plane of a face-centered cubic lattice. This idea evolv

ed into his 11 multiplet theory11 which supposes that the activity of a sur

face depends on the presence of 11 correctly arranged 11 atom groups11 • 

The criterion of the electronic factor is basedon calculations 

for metals, both by Pauling's v a lenee-bond method1 2 • 13 and by band 

theory14 . Pauling asserts that in transition metals three types of va

lence orbitals can be found: bonding orbitals , metallic orbitals and non

boi).ding or "atomie" d - orbitals. The bonding orbitals are composed of 

dsp-hybrids which are formed by combinat ion of d-orbitals with s- and 

p-orbitals of the next higher principa l quanturn number. These direct

ed hybrid orbita ls form the v a l e n e e honds that hold the metal together. 

The bonding orbitals are lower in energy than the non-bonding d-orbit

als which have largely retained their atomie character. These non-
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bonding or "atomie" d-orbitals are responsible for the magnetic prop

erties of the transition metals. The metallic orbital is a single orbital 

which allows "unsynchronized resonance" between the valenee -bond 

orbitals, causing metallic conduction . 

The general results of Pauling's semi-empirica! model were 

confirmed by more sophisticated band calculations by Wood15 , using 

the Augmented Plane Wave method (see also the discussion by Mott16 ). 

Although the band structure depends on the electron accupation and thus 

varie s somewhat for the different transition metals, the overall picture 

may be interpreted as two narrow bands with a high density of states on 

which a third broad band with a low density of state s is superposed . The 

narrow band oJ low energy consists of bonding d-orbitals, involving 

slightl y delocali zed electrons; the higher energy band contains anti

bonding d-orbitals, mainly atomie in character. The very broad band 

which in the energy scale overlaps the two narrow bands but has a much 

lower density of states, is the conduction band. Electrans in the bonding 

d-band contribute to the cohesion energy of the metal, electrons in the 

anti-bonding d-orbitals lower this energy. 

The hypothesis of the supporters of the electronic factor is that 

the localized electrans in the anti-bonding d-orbitals are responsible 

for the adsorption. Indeed, Boudart17 , Beeck19 and others have ob

served a correlation between the adsorption energy of hydrogen or e

thylene molecules, or the catalytic activity of a transition metal, with 

the percentage of d-character in Pauling's valenee-bond orbitals. 

The higher the relative contri bution of d-electrons tothese bonding or

bitals, the lower the amount of non-bonding d-electrons available. As 

Schuit19 remarked, an even better correlation is attained. if the per

centage of d-character is multiplied by the number of valenee honds, 

thus obtaining a more absolute measure of the number of non-bonding 

electrans. 

Since, according to Pauling's theory, also the lattice distance 

of the metal is directly related to the percentage of d-character in the 

valenee bonds, some investigators tended to assign an exclusive impor

tance to the electronic factor. On the other hand, a re finement with re

speet to geometrie effects was proposed by Goodenough2 0 , Dowden2 1 

and Bond22 • They pointed out that the character of the atomie d-orbit-
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alswhich may be responsible for the adsorption bonds at definite sur

faces, will depend not only on the symmetry of the solid as a whole, but 

also on the type of crystal planes forming. these surfaces. 

An attem pt to as se ss in particular the importance of ge ometry 

was made by Neustadter and Bacigalupi23 . The interaction between a 

rare -gas atom or an alkali-metal atom and a transition-metal atom or 

between two transition metal. atoms was approximated by a Lennard

Jones 6 : 12 potential. Although these interactions are of a very dif

ferent nature, it was assumed that a semi-empirica! adjustment of the 

parameters yie!ds approximately the correct fit to the interaction en

ergy. The adsorption energy of a rare-gas atom or a n alkali-metal 

atom on a transition-metal surface, as wellas the self-energy of the 

surface, were calculated as a sum of pairwi se interachons withall lat

tice atoms. In this way the stahilities of various positions on a total 

of eight different crystal planes of a body-centered cubic metal were 

analysed. 

A special study of the electronic factor was made by Pluromer 

and Rhodin24 . These authors measured, by field ion microscopy, the 

binding energy of a single atom of the third series of transition metals 

on atomically perfect single crystal planes of tungsten. The dependenee 

of the binding energy on the occupancy of the d-levels in the adsorbed 

atom was interpreted in terros of a b a nd model. The variation o f the 

binding energy on different crystal planes was shown to be inconsistent 

with a pairwise interaction model. Consistency could be obtained, how

ever, if the interaction energy was corrected fora redistributi on of 

electrans due to the different crystallogra phic environment in different 

crystal planes. In other words, if the electronic factor is used as a 

criterion, a distinction must be made between different crystal planes . 

This is in agreement with the assertions of Goodenough2 0 , Dowden21 

and Bond22 . 

With more specific experimental data coming available, the short

comings of a general interpretation of the adsorption phenomena in terros 

of a geometrie or electronic factor became apparent. Apart f rom the 

fact that in bath theories too strong empha si s was placed on one aspect, 

both factors, which were in general related to the bulk structure of 

the metal, are of little use if the structure of specific surfaces differs 
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frorri tlie bulk structure. The lattice distances may be different near the 

surface or even • as has actually been observed by several investiga

tors6-8 for copper-nickel alloys, the composition of the surface may 

be different from that of the bulk. In certain cases also a geometrical 

rearrangement of the surface atoms may occur . 

A theory for adsorption must not only account for the relative 

activities of various metals or different crystal planes, it must also 

help to explain the existence of different types of adsorption on the same 

surface and the bonding to the surface atoms. Moreover, it must be 

able to interpret the decrease of the adsorption energy with increasing 

surface coverage, the effect of adsorption on metallic properties such 

as the work function, the magnetic susceptibility and the electric con

ductivity on the one hand, and on the electronic properties of the ad

sorbed species on the other. At the present stage the theory is still 

far removed from this goal. 

Approximations can start from either the delocalized (band 

theory) point of view or from the localized (molecular theory) type of 

treatment. In the farmer case, the lowering of the symmetry of the 

solidat the surface, especially if this surface is arbitrarily covered 

with adsorbed molecules, poses mathematica! problems, which are 

rather complex. On the other hand, the application of a molecular 

theory starts with strictly localized basis functions, which may not be 

justified in all cases. 

We shall first discuss the band calculations of the surface and 

adsorption states. Although these calculations havenotbeen specifi

cally applied to adsorption on transition metals, they provide some 

general insight into the electronic structure of surface a nd adsorption 

states. Next we will briefly describe some theories that calculate the 

interaction between an adsorbed atom or molecule and a metal, treat

ing the latter as a reservoir of more or less free electrans forming a 

continuous perfectly conducting or dielectric medium . Most of these 

models formally break down if the distante between the adsorbate and 

the metal decreases to the same magnitude as the lattice spacing of 

the metal, but they may still give useful results for physical adsorp

tion. Chemisorption, which depends on the ability of the surface atoms 

to form strong localized bands with an adsorbate similar to these in 
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m 'olecu1es, appears to be best treated by molecular methods. 

Band theory of surface and adsorption states 

Band theory is a one-electron theory, i. e.each electron is con

sidered to move in an effective electromagnetic potential caused by all 

other electrens and the nuclei. In the theory of the solid state a crystal 

is as sumed to be periodic, and infinitel y extending in all directions. 

This is expressed formally by the Born-Kármán cyclic boundary con

ditions. The one-electron wave functions satisfying these conditions 

are the Bloch waves; the energy levels are grouped in bands . Energies 

1 ying in the gaps between these bands do not occur. The interruption 

of this rigid symmetry at a two-dimensional plane, i.e. the surface, 

imposes new boundary conditions. This has a twofold effect: 

- some energy levels may be located in the "forbidden" gaps 

between the crystal bands; 

- wave functions can be formed whose amplitude decays expo

nentially, not only outside, but also inside the crystal. 

The last phenomenon constitutes the definition property of a 

surface state. As Koutecky made plausible26 , and Heine proved ri

gorousl~6, an electron state is a surface state if, and only if, its 

energy lies outside the volume bands. 

The oldest band models, which have becorne very well-known, 

are those of Tarnm27 and Shockley28 . In Tarnm's model the ene-elec

tron potenhal is constant both inside and outside the semi -infinite 

crystal. lts value is higher outside. Tarnrn showed that an abrupt 

change of the potential at the surface only gives rise to sorne wave 

functions that decay exponentially outside the crystal but are plane 

waves inside. To obtain surface states, he adopted a potential-well 

at the surface, where the potential rnay be either lower or higher. If 

the depth (or height) of this well exceeds a certain value, wave func

tions bound to the surface are found. Shockley dernonstrated that a pe

riodic potential inside the crystal, which passes into a constant poten

tial outside, can al so gi ve rise to surface state s. 

More detailed calculations were carried out by the Kronig

Penney model, assurning a periodic 6 -function potential inside the 
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solid, whi.ch ends at the surface29 - 32 • However, the methad that has 

found the most extensive use is the tight-binding method26 ' 33 - 47 , 

initiated by the workof Goodwin48 and Artmann49 • As in the Hückel 

methad for molecules, the diagonal matrixelementsof the ene-elec

tron Hamiltonian are set equal to a constant 0', the Coulomb integral, 

the non-diagonal elements toe, the resonance integral, for nearest 

neighbour interactions, and zero otherwise. 

The simplest model for a bound crystal is formed by a finite 

linear chain of atoms. As it can be demonstrated that in a finite chain 

of sufficient length the two ends do not influence one another, a semi

infinite chain model may be used withoutlossof generality. However, 

it is shown that just through replacing an infinite chain, obeying cy

clic boundary conditions, by a semi-infinite chain, in this model no 

surface states are obtained. In analogy to Tamm's model, an electron

attractive or repulsive surface must be introduced by changing the 

Coulomb integral of the last at om by an amount at least equal to e, in 

order to find a surface state. Wh en adsorption is taken into account b y 

modifying both the Coulomb integrals of the "surface atom" and of the 

"adsorbed atom", as wellas the resonance integral between these two 

atoms, two surface states may result. 

The tight-binding model has al so been extended to a three .

dimensional semi-infinite crystal. In some investigations a completely 

clean or completely covered surface is assumed in order to maintain 

translational symmetry in directions parallel to the surface. The ma

thematica! treatment, including the use of Wannier functions to obtain 

zero differential overlap and of Green ' s functions to solve the three

dimensional difference equations, is borrowed from the workof 

Lifshitz60 , Baldock61 and Koster and Slater52 on impurity states in 

crystals. Recently63 ' 54 the tight-binding approximation has been re

fined to include also the interaction between next -nearest neighbours. 

Davison and Derco63 claimed that, under certain conditions, surface 

states may occur with energies lying within the volume band. This con

clusion, which would be in disagreement with Heine's demonstration26 , 

was contradicted by the later treatment by Fairbairn64 • Besides the 

"Tamm states", a new type of surface states, which are more like 

these described by Shockley, occurred when the tight-binding model 
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was applied to crystals with alternating atoms. 40 - 47 • This alternation 

may be inherent to the crystal structure, as for example is the case 

in sphalerite ZnS, or may be imposed in pure crystals, like diamond, 

to include the effect of electron correlation. (Correlation w as t aken in-

to account by Lowdin's Alternant Molecular Orbital method6 6 - 57 , 

which assumes that electrans with opposite spins occupy space orbit-

als whose maximum amplitudes occur on alternating crystal atoms). 

The result of this alternation is that nat one volume band, a s in homo

geneaus crystals, but two volume bands occur, which may be sepa-

rated by a gap. The surface states lying in this gap are " Shockley 

states". Incidentally , it may be remarked tha t in more complex mod-

els, in addition to the two types of surface states mentioned, new types 

çan occur. The tight -binding model has also been used to calculate the 

indirect interaction between two atoms adsorbed on a crystal surface2 5 ' 3 7 • 

In one of his papers25 Koutecky gives an interesting derivation. He 

proves that , if the energy of a surface state lies rather far outside a 

volume band - a situation which, according to his calculation, aften 

occurs in practical cases - this surface state is strongly l ocalized, 

even to the extent that the results calculated for a semi-infinite crys-

tal with one adsorbed atom are not significantly different from those 

obtained on a diatomic molecule consisting of one surface atom and 

the adsorbed a tom. The deloca liza tion which occurs is stronger in di

rections parallel to the surface than perpendicular to it . As Koutecky 

pointed out in the same paper, the conclusions of the simple tight-

binding methad should be verified and refined by a more sophisticated 

procedure, such as the Hartree Fock L CA 0 or Roothaan m e thod. Re

cently some studies in this direction were undertaken58 - 6 1 • 

Polarization-, Van der Waals- and exchange inter

actions in adsorption 

In 1932 Lennard-Jones62 calculated the interaction between a 

molecule and a meta l by t he image method, a procedure which implies 

that the electrans in the molecule create images of opposite charge 

within the metal which move in definite phase relations with the mo

lecul-ar charges. The result for the interaction energy is: 
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where (r 2) is the mean square displacement of all electrens in the 

molecule and R the distance of the molecule from the surface. The 

metal is assumed to be a perfect conductor. 

By means of quantum mechanica! perturbation theory Margenau 

and Pollard63 demonstrated that Lennard-Jones's derivation does not 

apply to the interaction of non-polar molecules with metals . Explain

ing their conclusion in a classica! picture, they assert that t he metal 

electrans cannot follow the very rapid motions of the instantaneous di

peies occurring in a non-polar molecule; for electromagnetic fields 

of frequencies that correspond to the excitation energiesof molecules, 

a me tal behave s like an insuiator. 

However, if the adsorbed molecules or atoms possess a per

manent multipele moment, or if they are strongly polarized by the 

surface field, the image law may still be useful. An intere sting case, 

on which a rather extensive set of experimental data was early avail

able64, is the adsorption of alkali-metal atoms or alkal ine-earth 

atoms on metallic surfaces. Because of their low ionization potentials, 

these atoms easily donate an electron to the metal, the remaining po

sitive ion being bound by the image force. Still, due to the uncertainty 

regarding the position of the effecti ve surface of the conducting me tal 

and to the fact that the di stance between the adsorbed ion and the sur-

face is not known, a numerical evaluation of the interaction energy is 

not simple ( see e.g. De Boer1 ). 

More recently, the image law was incorporated into quantum 

mechanica! perturbation theory to study the interaction between an 

alkali-metal atom (represented by a polarized s-function) and a metal 

(containing a set of plane waves that fit the boundary conditions of a 

semi-infinite crystal)6 s-s 9 • By including the effect of an external 

electric field into the interaction operator, the probability of field 

ionization w a s calculated7 0 - 72 • Also in the deta iled treatment of the 

werk function change on adsorption of polarizable ions by McDonald 

and Barlow73- 75 , use is made of the image law. 

As, apparently, the classica! image force does not play a role 
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in the interaction between a non-polar molecule and a roetal surface, 

the principal long-range term is formed by the Van der Waals or dis

persion energy. Bardeen76 proved that Lennard-Jones 's expression rep

resents an upper limit to the interaction energy; he correctedit by 

taking the inter action between the electrens in the me tal into account. 

Margenau and Pollard63 , following London77 , calculated the disper-

sion force between a neutral molecule and a roetal by secend order 

perturbation theory. Integrating over the volume of the me tal, which 

is considered to be a homogeneaus semi -infinite dielectric body with 

a frequency-dependent polarizability, they derived the expression fÓr 

the lewest term of the interaction energy (proportional toR - 6 for two 

molecules). It appears that this interaction energy consists of two 

parts, a repulsion and an attraction, both proportional toR - 3 , the 

tot al inter action be ing attr act i ve. 

Since this paper of Margenau and Pollard, several theoretica! 

treatments of the long range interaction between a neutral molecule 

and a dielectric78 - 80 or ideally conducting81 roetal have been pub

lished. We may further mention the work of Lifshitz8 2 dealing with 

the general dispersion interactions between macroscopie bodies. 

To consider not only the direct interaction between a molecule 

and a roetal surface, but also the effect of the surface on the mutual 

interaction between two adsorbed molecules, the theory must be ex

tended to include three-body effects. Sinanoglu and Pitzer83 and Mc

Lachlan84 evaluated the triple-dipole effect appearing in third order 

perturbation theory. (This effect was first calculated by Axilrod and 

Teller8 5 ' 8 6 for three neutral molecules). The met al is represented 

as a homogeneous polarizable medium. However, as Everett shows8 7, 

their results are not very promising, as the magnitude is wrong and 

only effects that increase with increasing size of the molecules are 

predicted, contrary to experiment. 

So far, we have discussed only the attractive long-range force. 

In order to calculate equilibrium distances we need some information 

about the repulsive force. A treatment of the exchange interaction be

tween a neutral atom and a roetal was given by Pollard88 . The atom 

contained only one ls electron, the roetal was represented by a large 

number of doubly occupied plane wave functions. To satisfy the con-
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dition of antisyrr1metry, these functions were arranged in a determi

nantal function. Adopting several approximations, Pollard was able to 

deri ve from the expectation value of the total Hamiltonian an explicit 

expression for the interaction energy. Although one of these approx

imations is the condition of large R, in paradox with the short-range 

nature of the exchange interaction, Pollard supposed that his result is 

still valid for distances occurring in physical adsorption. Only doubly 

occupied metal orbitals were considered; the interaction is repulsive. 

Added to the Van der Waals attraction calculated by Margenau and Pol

lard63, an energy minimum was obtained. For physical adsorption o f 

helium atoms or hydrogen molecules - both considered to have two 

independent electrens with identical spherical charge distributions -

a numerical evaluation yielded reasonable results. 

Pollard's model was extended by Toya89 who included in the 

wave function, besides the neutral state, two ionic states formed by 

charge transfer from the metalto the adsorbed atom and conversely . 

The expectation value of the .Hamiltonian must then be minimized by 

a variatien procedure. The interaction calculated from this expectation 

value can become attractive as well. 

A similar model, derived from Wolkenstein's t heory for ad-
. . d 9 o, 9 1 d b D H t' 9 2, 9 3 sorptwn on sem1-con uctors , was propose y e emp 1nne . 

The interaction between an ethylene molecule and a metal was calcu

lated in secend order perturbation theory. The important terms in the 

secend order sum over excited states were assumed to originate from: 

- an ionic charge transfer state in which one electron is donated 

by the bonding ethylene TT-state to an empty metal band level; 

- another ionic state in which one band electron is transferred 

to the empty a nti-bonding TT- sta te; 

- a "covalent" state in which both electrens are transferred. 

However, as the transition matrix elements we re not evaluated, no 

quantitative results were obtained. 

Molecular calculations 

Both from the results of band calculations25 and from experi

mental evidence, it became apparent that in many cases the properties 
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of the individual atoms or complexes at the surfaces are more impor

tant for adsorption than the general electronic properties of the metals. 

This is confirmed by the interesting study of Blyholder and Coulson81 • 

These authors examined: 

- the use of finite rather than semi-infinite chain models; 

- the u se of the more exact SCF -LCAO or Roothaan procedure 

instead of the simple HÜckel method; 

- the use of the HÜckel methad to campare adsorption on dif

ferent sites of a two-dimensional array. 

Summarizing, they conclude that: 

- a quite small chain (6 atoms) shows the same general features 

as a semi -infinite one; 

- the more elaborate technique yields results so similar to the 

simple technique that the latter may be adopted with confi

dence for qualitati ve discus sions; 

- although the choice of an adsorption site is strongly dependent 

on the properties of the appropriate localized state, one 

should also include the electrans in other states to avoid er-

rors. 

These results support the use of molecular roodels representing t h e 

roetal surface by a small number of roetal atoms. Especially chemi

sorption can be stuclied by calculating the molecular bands which are 

formed between the surface atoms and the adsorbate. Most interesting 

calculations were performed by Sherman, Sun and Eyring94 - 96 on the 

adsorption and dissociation of hydragen molecules on a carbon or nickel 

surface. Actually they calculated the potential energy surface o f the 

system: 

H Al+ "'1 H o- - - - --- - - - -o ,............. .,.,.,., 
......, I .... , ..._ ,'' \ '($) 

<Q I ..._,., \t-l 
'i- I -• '-.. C \ ..1( 

l( .. , \""' ........ 2 i- ' 
t:rl......,,' G\ .,.' .... y ' -<P 

I ,"" ..._ -...2 \t-l 
I ".,", .........._' \ 

0::------------------"0 
M A +a M 

2 2 

with H representing a hydrogen atom and M a carbon or nickel atom. 
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The potential energy was plotted as a function of both the di stance be

tween the hydragen atoms and the height of the hydragen molecule 

above the two carbon or nickel atoms . The di stance between the carbon 

or nickel atoms was kept constant. Each atom was represented by a 

single electron wave function and it was assumed that in the ground 

state the maximum number of two honds was formed , which corre

sponds to the total spin quanturn numbers being: S = 0 and Sz = 0. The 

wave function, which should be antisymmetrie with respect to electron 

permutations, was expanded, following the valenee-bond method9 7 , as 

a linear combination of determinantal wave functions corre sponding to 

the two "canonical states": 

H-H 

M-M 
and 

H H 

H H 
I I 

M M 

The "cross-bonding" state X is not a canonical one, meaning 
M M 

that the determinantal wave frmction to which it refers is a linear 

combination of the two canonical wave functions. The best valenee

bond wave frmction and the total energy were obtained from the varia-

' tion principle by solving a two-dimensional secular problem. With the 

neglect of all interatomie overlap integrals and all exchange integra,ls 

corresponding to permutations of more than one electron pair, this 

leads to the so-called London formula99 for the total interaction energy: 
1 

E = Q - z[(a - 13) + (S - y) + (y - a ) . [ 
1 2 2 2 } ] 2 

In this equation Q is the sum of the Coulomb energies of the six pair 

bands: Q = A 1 + A 2 + B l + B 2 +Cl+ C 2 . The parameters a , S and y 

standfora = o- 1 + o- 2 , S = S 1 + s2 and y = y 1 + y 2 ,where o- 1, o- 2 , 13 1, 13 2 • 

y 1 and y 2 are the exchange contributions to the pa ir bands. According 

to the semi-empirica! methad of Eyring and Polanyi99 these parameters 

were estimated from the empirica! Morse potentials1 00 for diatomic 

molecules: 

E = D [ exp [-2a(R- R 0 )} - 2 exp [-a(R- R 0 )}] . 

Dis the dissociation energy, R 0 the equilibrium dista nce between the 

atoms and ~a parameter determining the width of the curve , which is 

related, for example, to the force constant. 
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Assuming that t~e Coulomb energy forms a fixed percentage 

of the tot al pair-bonding energy, independent of the interatomie dis_ 

tance, the parameters A 1, Cl'l etc. cari be calculated. Onthe basis of 

previous calculations (see Ref. 96), Sherman, Sun and Eyring95 es

timated for the relative amount of Coulomb energy 14o/o for the H - H 

bond, ZOo/o for the Ni - H bond and 30o/o for the Ni - Ni bond. They cal

culated an activation energy of 24 kcal/mole for dissociative adsorp

tion of H 2 , keeping the Ni -Ni distance at 2. 38 5\. The heat of adsorp

tion was 4. 6 kcal/mole. Okamoto, Horiuti and Hirota101 found acti

vation energies of 75 and 57 kcal/mole for the metallic nearest neigh

bour and next-nearest neighbour distances of 2.49 5\ and 3. 52 R be

tween the nickel atoms . They assigned llo/o of Coulomb energy to the 

H - H bond, 24o/o to the Ni - H bond and 37o/o to the Ni - Ni bond. 

Rather empirica!, but yielding quite good results for the ad

sorption energy, isthewell-known model of Ele/ 02 and Stevenson103 , 

derived from Pauling's formula for the bond strength in diatomic mol

ecules97. The binding energy between the adsorbed atom and the metal 

is given (in kcal/mole) by: 

D(M- A)= HD(M-M) + D(A-A)J + 23. o6 (xM - xA) 2 . 

The first term corresponds to the covalent bonding energy. For face

centered cubic metals with only nearest neighbour interactions, 

D(M-M) is 1/6 of the cohesive energy of the metal. For body-centered 

cubic metals this is also a reasonable estimate104 . D(A-A) is the dis

sociation ener gy of the molecule A 2 . The second term originate s from 

an ionic contribution to the bonding. XM and XA are the electronegati

vities of the metal and the adsorbed atom (in electron volts). Eley 

calculated the ionic term from the surface dipole moment: 

which, in its turn, is obtained from the change in work function ( or 

surface potential). Forclassicaldipolesthis work function change is 

given by: 

where nis the number of adsorbed atoms per unit area of surface. 
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For an approximately covalent bond the numerical coefficient is not 

determined uniquely, but is most probably in the neighbourhood of 2. 

Stevenson introduced Mulliken's definition of electronegativity for the 

adsorbed atom : 

XA = i( el+ eA}, 

and used xM = 0. 355 e~ for the metal. 

(e is the electron charge, I and A are the ionization potential and the 

electron affinity of the adsorbed atom, and~ is the work function of 

the metal). 

Although several objections have been rai s ed against the crude

ness of the Eley-Stevenson model (Ref. 105, see also 104} the agreement 

with experimental data is reasonably good. Stevenson's metbod of es

timating the ionic term gives slightly better results. 

An approximate quanturn theoretica! calculation .for an adsorb

ate-metal system, also basedon a diatomic molecule, was carried out 

by Higuchi, Ree and Eyring10 6 . The molecular wave function is as

sumed to be a linear combination of a covalent function and an ionic 

one: 

2 
For the fraction of ionic character in the adsorption bond, Ci , they 

find107 : 

1 

2 
1 

E-H .. 
1 + ____ n_ 

E-H cc 

where E is the bonding energy of the "diatomic molecule" and Hii and 

Hcc are the diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian with the ionic 

and covalent function respectively. 

As these matrix elements may be conceived as the bonding 

energies in the pure ionic or covalent states, they were estimated by: 

2 
H.. eA - el + ~ e 

11 9 RMA 

H =i-[D(M -M} +D(A -A}] 
cc 

A and I are the electron affinity and the ionization potential of an iso-
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lated metal atom and the adsorbed atom, or conversely, depending on 

the direction in which ionization takes place. RMA, the di stance be

tween the atoms M and A, was taken equal to the sum of the radius of 

the metal atom and the "covalent radius" of the adsorbed atom. The 

factor of 8/9 is obtained by deriving the equilibrium energy of a sys

tem with an attractive and repulsive potential, proportional to R -l and 

R - 9 respectively. When the ionic fraction , e. 2 , is calculated from the 
2 1 

observed surface dipole moment iJ. = ei e RMA' the energy of the ad-

sorption bond can be computed. The agreement with experiment is 

reasonably good fora wide variety of systems. For the adsorption of 

alkali metals or alkaline earths on transition rp.etals, ei 2 is very near 

to one; for atomie hydrogen on transition metals it varü~s from 0. 02 

to 0. 09 . 

Another simple model by Bulgakov and Borisov108 used the 

Slater -Pauling criterion of maximum overlap for maximum bond 

strength, rather than a minimization of the energy. The o verlap was 

calculated between a hydrogen ls function and a metal 3dz2 function. 

The radial part of the latter was determined by the Slater rules or by 

comparison with SeF data. According to a semi-empirical formula 

given by Mulliken109 , the bonding energy is equal to: 

D = k.ef. S/(1 + S), 

where T is the mean ionization potential of a metal atom and the ad

sorbed atom, S the overlap and ~a numerical constant. The equi

librium distance is chosen such that the bonding energy is maximum. 

A quite different semi -empirica! model for the adsorption 

bond was proposed by Mignolet110 , Matsen, Makrides and Hacker

man111 and Brodd112 . These authors applied Mulliken's charge trans

fer complex theory113 . This theory is based on the resonance between 
. . + 

the no-bond structure (M - A) and a dative bond structure (M A- or 

M-A+). Formally it applies qnly if the structure M -A is really non

bonding. The adsorptive bond energy is calculat~d as: 

The difference in energy between the dative and the no-bond state is 
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given by: 
2 

ED - ENB = el - eA - e /4R . 

Whether the metal atom or the adsorbed atom is ionized depends on 

the sign of the surface dipole moment. The interaction integral 

13 = (*NBIHI*D) is related to the surface dipole moment; overlap is 

neglected. Brodd supposed that R, the distance of approach of the ad

sorbed atom to the surface, is equal to the atomie radius of this atom. 

Objections against this method are that covalent bonding is not con

sidered and that, in order to fit the experimental binding energies, 

Brodd's values of R are unrealistically small. 

A molecular orbital calculation of the Huckel type was perform

ed by Blyholder114 onthe system:metal-CO. This model allows a 

qualitative explanation of the experimentally observed shifts in the in

frared spectra of adsorbed CO compared with the gas phase . More 

quantitative results were obtained by Laforgue, Rousseau and lmelik116 

on ethylene adsorbed on a metal surface in different positions, also 

using the Huckel TT-electron method. Dunken, Dunken and Opitz116- 118 , 

applying the same method, investigated the adsorption of CO, HCN and 

ethylene on a metal by calculating the stahilities of the models: 

x x x 
I I I 
c c c e--x 
I I /""'- I I 

Me Me Me--Me Me-Me 

I 
Me 

where X is 0, N or C. 

The Coulomb integrals Cl' were calculated from atomie electronegativi

ties; using carbon as a basis; the resonance integrals 13 were estimated. 

For both parameters several trial values were considered. The authors 

concluded that the stability of the adsorption decreases in the order: 

cyclic > bridge > linear structure 

CO > HCN > C 2H 4 . 

Further, the adsorption energy decreases with increasing electronega

tivity of the metal. From the strengths of the different bonds the shifts 
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of the C-X vibration frequencies were1 derived. This formalism has 
I 

also served to examine the possibility of dissociative chemisorption 

and cyclization of conjugated hydracarbon chains. For the system 

Me-OH the bond energies were calculated by a semi-empirica! mo

lecular orbital method using Slater atomie orbitals, consiclering all 

valenee electrens of hydrogen and oxygen and up to four electrens of 

the metal atoms. Geometrie effects in chemisorption were tested by 

calculating the adsorption on 11 small metallic domains" (squares of 

3 x 3 metal atoms), using the Huckel (or tight-binding) method. 

Surveying the theoretica! roodels, ene can cbserve that the clas

sical ideas of the geometrie and electronic factors are more or less 

implicitly considered. The advantage of model calculations is that 

these factors can be combined and, moreover, the structure of spe

cific surfaces can be taken into account. Most of these roodels still 

have a rather ,qualitative character or introduce a considerable simpli

fication of the properties of the surface and the solid state. 
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Chapter VI 

A NEW MODEL FOR ADSORPTION ON TRANSITION MET ALS 

General features 

In this chapter we will de scribe a model for adsorption on tran

sition metal surfaces. There is much evidence that the adsorption is 

localized, i.e. the adsorbate can be found in definite stabie positions 

on the surface. Possibly, these positions can be divided into various 

categories corresponding to different adsorption energies. For "hop

ping" from one site to another, the adsorbate must surrnount an energy 

harrier. 

We want this model to be valid for physical adsorption and 

chemisorption, as well as for all intermediate stages, so that, for in

stance, we can follow the adsorption of a hydrogen molecule, which is 

first "physically" bound to the surface, then, on coming closer, is dis

sociated and, finally, is adsorbed as atoms, practically without acti

vation energy. In the first place this necessitates a calculation of the 

interactions between the individual atoms of the adsorbate and the sur

face. Secondly, the theory must account for the chemica! bond, but it 

must also be accurate enough to treat physical bonding. The strong, 

localized chemica! bond is found to be caused mainly by exchange 

forces; for physical adsorption essentially the weak Van der Waals 

forces are thought to be responsible. 

Although, on the example of two h elium atoms, Phillipson1 has 

shown that a relatively simple molecular orbital calculation accounts 

satisfactorily for the exchange repuls ion between the atoms , he obtain

ed only a few percent of the Van der Waals attrac tion . For the adsorp

tion on a metal surface, where the system concerned is much more 

complicated and, moreover, is not precisely known, the molecular 
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orbital methad has some serieus drawbacks. As can be seen on the 

examples discussed in Chapter V, the results depend sensitively on 

the semi-empirica! parameters introduced. To approach the correct 

interaction energy for all interatomie distances, correlation ef-

fects should be considered, or otherwise at least a separate calcula

tion of the Van der Waals force would be required for large distances. 

It is more advantageous to calculate the interaction energy directly by 

the perturbation theory described in Chapter !I. The first order inter

action energy, consisting mainly of exchange interactions, is equal to 

the result of a valenee-bond calculation. The second order energy, 

which is calculated in the Unsöld approximation, while semi-empirical

ly estimating the average excitation energy, contains the Van der 

Waals attraction and a second order exchange term: the exchange polar

ization. As it has appeared from the calculation on Ht, this exchange 

polarization can be quite important. 

We have assumed that the magnetic non-bonding d-electrons, which 

are found both in Pauling' s valenee-bond model :a and in the band model3 

( see Chapter V) of the transition metals, play an important role in the 
*) adsorption on these metals . This is confirmed nat only by the observ-

ed correlation between the activity of the transition metals and the 

amount of d-character in the valenee bonds 6 , but also by more direct! y 

measurable phenomena. Several investigators6 - 13 have observed that 

the adsorptive and catalytic activity of alloys like Cu-Ni, Ag-Pd, de

creases wïth the number of unpaired d-electrons at the surface, al

though the studies by Sachtler et al~, Van der Plank7 and Cadenhead 

and Wagner8 have shown that, due to the occurrence of different phases 

in the alloy Cu-Ni, the interpretation is nat so obvious as a simple 

band model would suggest . Selwood14 and others have found that the 

adsorption of atomie hydragen on very smal! ferromagnetic ("super

paramagnetic") nickel crystallites lowers the magnetic susceptibility. 

The maximum decrease corresponds to the bonding of all unpaired 

d-electrons (0. 6 per atom) of the surface atoms. 

'') Trapnell4 ha• remarked that even in metals with completely filled d-bands, such as copper, 

the d-ele c trons might play a role in ad~orption if the energy gained by the adsorption bond 

is larger than th at required lo promote a cl-electron to the partly filled conduction band . 
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In the first instanee the effects of the bonding d-electrons and 

the conduction electrons were not considered, although a very approx

imate calculation was made to take them into account in one of the fol

lowing models. The indirect interaction between the magnetic d-elec

trons via the conduction electrons, the so-called Rudermann-Kittel ef

fect16, which is small compared with the adsorption energy, was neg

lected. This Rudermann-Kittel effect is at most of the order of magni

tude of the thermal energy at the Curie temperature, 1. 2 kcal/mole 

for nickel, and much smaller for paramagnetic metals. 

If the d-orbitals would be degenerate, as in the isolated atoms, 

the effective charge distributions of the unpaired d-electrons in the 

transition metals would be spherically symmetrie. However, due to 

the crystallographic environment the degeneracy of the d-orbitals is 

removed. In a face-centered cubic crystal, like nickel, (point symmet

ry group Oh)' the d-orbitals are grouped in two bands, corresponding 

to the irreducible representations eg and t2g of the group oh. If this 

splitting is very large compared with the thermal energy, the character 

of the magnetic d-electrons would be lOOo/o t 2g. In the degenerate case, 

the distribution would be 60o/o t 2g and 40o/o e . Since diffraction experi

ments with polarized neutrons on nickel1 6 ' f 7 have indicated that the 

character is 75-Slo/o t 2 and 25-19o/o e , the splitting between the d-g g 
orbitalsin the bulk of the metal must be about 0. 6 kcal/mole, the ther-

mal energy at room temperature. Goodenough16 , Dowden19 and Bond20 

have pointed out that at definite surfaces, where the environment of a 

surface atom is different from the bulk symmetry, the splitting might 

be different as well. We have assumed, however, in our calculations, 

that it is still small compared with the adsorption energy. Consequent

ly, we have approximated the effective cl-electron charge distribution 

of a surface atom by a spherical function *). 

*)We have also carried out pilot calculations with d 2 orbitals·. However , the results became 
z 

so complex by the overlap with bath the positive and negative partsof th.e · d-orbitals that it 

was much more difficult to abserve distinct e!fects. For this reason and in view of the mag

nitude of the d-orbital splitting relatîve to the adsorption energy, a s pecific choice of d-or

bitals lor the following calculations dïd notseem justified . lf, in more elaborate calculations, 

one would lii<.e to account for a redistribution of charge due to the different crystallographic 

environment in definite crys tal planes, one c ould use linear combinations of spherical orbit

ale, possiblywith displaced centers, in the manoer of Preuss:ao This would reduce the math

ematica! problems to those that have already been solved in these calculations. 
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I 

To calculate the interaction between the non-bonding d-electrons 

and the adsorbed atoms we have employed a model which was used suc

cessfUlly by Jansen, Lombardi and Ritter:a:a-:as to explain the crystal 

stahilities and elastic constantsof rare-gas crystals, alkali halides, 

11-VI, III-V and RX 2 compounds, one example of each being: argon, 

NaCl, CaO, AlN and CaF 2 . The total cohesion energy of a crystal de

pends on the coordinate s of all the atoms or i ons composing the crys

tal. However, it can be developed into a cluster expansion: 

E = L: 
i<j 

E .. + L: E. 'k + 
lJ i<j<k lJ 

The first term is the sum of pair interactions, the second term repre

se:rits the interactions that depend on the coordinates of three atoms si

multaneou5ly: the three-body interactions, etc. In other words, E . . is 
lJ 

the interaction if only the atoms i and jare present, E.k + E.k + E .. k 
- - l J lJ 

is the extra interaction if the atom ~ is added, etc. 

It was generally assumed that the pair interactions determined 

the crystal stability, i.e. that the deviations from pairwise additivity 

of the interaction energy were small. Jansen et al. :a :a- :as have shown 

that the three- body interactions are very important for the relati ve 

stability of different lattices in which a compound can crystallize, such 

as the face -centered cubic or hexagonal closed-packed lattic es for rare 

gases and the NáCl or CsCl structures for alkali halides. They calcu

lated the three-atom or three-ion interactions in first and second order 

of perturbation theory relative to the sum of pair interactions between 

the atoms or i ons. In particular for exchange force s the deviations from 

pairwise additivity are important. They have also shown:a 6 that in the 

cluster expansion, which is assumed to converge, the four-body effects 

are of much less importance. To calculate the relative three-body in

teractions, Jansen et al. :a:a-:as adopt the "effective electron approxima

tion"26: the interactions between atoms (or ions) with more than one 

electron each are represented semi-quantitatively by the interactions 

between atoms with one "effective" electron each, The charge distribu

tions of the effective electrons must be such that the pair interaction 

.between two atoms is obtained in accordance with the (experimentally 

or theoretically) known energy. In fact, this effective electron approxi-
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mation neglects energy terms in which more than one electron per 

atom is permuted with electrans on other atoms, retaining so-called 

single-exchange terms. Numerical tests of this approximation were 

carried out by Jansen and McGinnies26 • Jansen and Lombardi used 

this model to calculate the interactions between atoms or ions with 

a closed-shell rare-gas configuration, which were represented as 

one-electron atoms withall spins parallel in order to obtain repulsive 

first order pair interactions. 

In our model calculations we have also used the effective elec-

tron approximation, which was somewhat extended to account for the 

interactions between open-shell atoms. Open-shell atoms are repre

sented by one effective electron, closed-shell atoms by a doubly oc

cupied space orbital, two electrans with the same space function having 

opposite spins. The total spin of the system determines the type of in

teraction that occurs. This is not due to the direct spin interactions, 

but to the Pauli principle which relates the spin states of the electrans 

to their spatial distributions via the antisymmetry of the total wave 

function. For instanee, for an even number of atoms with one unpaired 

electron each, the ground state is generally found to possess total spin 

zero, allowing the maximum number of two pair bands to be formed. 

We have calculated the interatomie interactions, including exchange, 

by the perturbation theory described in Chapter II. Since this theory 

is formulated quite generally, the exchange interactions in different 

spin states could be evaluated explicitly with the aid of the group theo

retica! methad of Chapter UI. 

As in Jansen's model, the effective electron charge distributions 

were approximated by functions of the Gaussian type. These Gauss func

tions are not eigenfunctions of the atomie H a miltonians. Farmall y a 

double perturbation expansion of the Sternheim er type2 7 ' 28 , in which 

the true unperturbed Hamiltonian has the Gauss function as an eigen

function, would be required. The first perturbation is then the dif

ference between the atomie Hamiltonian and this unperturbed operator, 

while the second perturbation is the interatomie interaction. However, 

such a procedure is very cumhersome in practical calculations. There

fore the interaction computed with Gauss orbitals will be considered 

as an approximation to the interaction energy calculated with exact 
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atomie eigenfunctions, which are, '1n fact, unknown for atoms larger 

than the hydrogen atom. As the interaction energy consists only of in

teratomic integrals, a proper adjustment of the parameters of the 

Gauss orbitals makes this approximation a reasonably good one. 

A formal problem arises when the antisymmetrie unperturbed 

function $ (see Chapter II} is degenerate. As the product of Gaussian 
0 

atomie orbitals is not an eigenfunction of the unperturbed Ha.milton oper-
\ 

ator, the first order energy matrix is not hermitian- or symmet rie, 

as we work with real functions . The overlap matrix and the second 

order energy matrix are symmetrie. There is no guarantee that the 

eigenvalues of the first order matrix, which are the first order ener

gies, are real. However, in all practical calculations we have found 

that the deviations from symmetry were small, so that always real 

eigenvalues occurred. 

The model is meant to calculate the interactions between all 

indi vidual atoms of the adsorbate and the met al. The tot al interaction 

is developed into a cluster expansion, the lowest terms of which , viz. 

the pair, three-body and four-body interactions, will be considered. 

To evaluate the stability of adsorption on a t ·ransition metal, a consider

able number of clusters should be calculated. The computation of the 

interaction energy, especially of the second order part, constitutes 

a large amount of work, even when the aid of electronic computers is 

invoked. Before making such calculations, it will be useful to examine, 

on some models, whether any simplifications can be introduced. Rather 

than to calculate a re al adsorbate -metal system, the aim of the present 

workis to study some simple clusters which possibly are among the 

most important for the stability of adsorption. On the basis of these 

simple models all necessary mathematica! methods will be developed. 

By making a careful anal ysis of the various contributions to the inter

action energy and their dependenee on the parameters of the system, 

it canthen be concluded which effects are essential and which calcula

tions can be simplified. 
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Calculation of some clusters, evaluation of parameter 

We have adopted the following two roodels to study the adsorp

tion of rare-gas atoms or hydrogen molecules on transition metals: 

c 

@ 
, ' 

/ ' 
/ ', 

/ ' 

a cD--------{Db 
Model A Model B 

The unperturbed product functions and the interaction operators are: 

Model A : cp = cp ( 1) cpb(2) cp (3) cp (4) 
o a c c 

V= Rl + R2 + _2_ l 1 1 

V= 

----------
ab ac Rbc ra2 ra3 ra4 rb1 rb3 

l: l + l: 
01, i r01i i<j 

(i not on 01) 

r . . 
lJ 

In model A, the total spin can adopt the values 0 and l, in model B, 

0, 1 and 2. The antisymmetrie functions corresponding tothese spin 

va1ues need not be constructed explicitly; the interaction energies are 

obtained by the projection operator method described in Chapter TIL 

The unperturbed functions ~ 0 are formed by projection of the product 

functions cp 0 , which implies that ionic terms are not considered. Ioni

city is implicitly taken into account by po1arization effects in second 

order of perturbation theory. Th at this is a reasonable approximation 

for the systems considered is confirmed by the re sults of some semi

empirica! calculations. For instance, Higuchi, Ree and Eyring29 , 

appl ying a "mol ecular" method, found that the ionic contribution to the 
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chemisorption bond of hydrogen on transition metals is relatively 

small (< 0. 1). 

Since model A does not permit the study of the dissociation of 

a hydrogen molecule on adsorption, we shall henceforth use this model 

exclusively for rare-gas adsorption and model B for hydrogen adsorp

tion and dissociation. ~ and ~are two transition metal atoms, repre

sented by an effective unpaired cl-electron. In model A, ~is a rare

gas atom represented by a doubly occupied , spherically symmetrie 

space orbital. In model B, ~ and _:! are two h ydrogen atoms with a spher

ical wave function each. For the reasons given above, the distributions 

of the unpaired metal d-electrons are also assumed to be spherically 

symmetrie. 

The normalized spherical Gauss functions for the effect i ve 

electrens read: 
. _.!. % 1 2 2 

'90'(1) =(TT 2 ~) exp (--z ~ rO'i) 

For the hydrogen ls electrons, the parameter ~ defining the extension 

of the Gauss function, was chosen such that the long range Van der 

Waals interaction (or the atomie dipole polarizability, which is propor

tional to the expectation value (r 2 ) ).is reproduced correctly. For the 

rare-gas atoms the ~ values were adopted from Jansen's calculations 

on rare-gas crystals32- 26 • These values have been obtained from a fit . 

of the long-range sécond order interaction between two rare-gas atoms 

tothe known Buckingham (exp: 6) potential30 • According to Jansen, for 

neon this value of~ alsc represents the short -range exchange inter

action correctly. For helium, ~ should be somewhat smaller, while 

for argon, krypton and xenon, ~ should be somewhat larger to obtain 

the correct short - range repulsion. Note that our ~ v alues are larger 

than Jànsen's by approximately a factor of /2, as we repreaent a rare

gas atom by two effective electrens while Jansen used one. (This 

factor would be exactly /2 for the Van der Waals interaction, and some

what smaller, but in any case larger than 1, for the exchange inter

actions). 

Diffraction measurements with polarized neutrons on nickel 

have shown that the "form factor" of an unpaired cl-electron is indeed 

approximated very wel! by a Gauss function31 • The extension para-
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meter 13 was calculated for the face -centered cubic metals nickel, 

palladium and platinum by equating the overlap between two metal 

atoms at nearest or next.-nearest neighbour distance to the values 

calculated with the radial parts (which are linear combinations of 

Slater-type orbitals) of 3d, 4d and 5d orbitals respectiyely, obtained 

from atomie self -consistent -field calculations (nickel3 a' 3 3 , palladium 

and platinum34 ). The 13's found from nearest and next-nearest neigh

bour overlaps are only slightly different; we have used the arithmetic 

mean value. 

As we already remarked in Chapter IV, the UnsÖld "average 

excitation ener gy" is constant for large interatomie di stance and ap

proximately equal to the sum of the ionization energies of the separate 

atoms. With decreasing interatomie distance, l\Eav increases, an ef

fect which was already observed by Eisenschitz and London35 and Dal

garno and Lynn36 for the hydrogen molecule. In the present model 

calculations we have used the approximation: 

llE = llE ( 1 + constant . ll 2) 
av "' 

for the average excitation energy. 

Specifically we have chosen, for model A: 

llE"' twice the estimated ionization energy of a metal cl-elec

tron+ the sum of the first and second ionization energy 

of the rare-gas atom; 
2 2 2 2 

ll = llab + llac + llbc ' 

and for model B : 

llE00 = twice the estimated ionization energy of a metal cl-elec

tron + twice the ionization energy of a hydrogen ls -elec-

The ionization energy of a met al cl-electron was e stimated from the 

data for the isolated atoms. The value of the constant that best fits 

the known pair potenhals of two hydragen atoms and two rare-gas 

atoms is approximately 4. It was verified that the particular approxima-
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tion which we used for t.E does not significantly influence the results 
av 

of these calculations. The numerical values of the parameter~. de-

fining the extension of the Gauss functions, and the atomie ioniza

tion energies are listed in' Table 9. 

Tab1e 9 

Gaussian paramete r s and i onization energ ies 

H He Ne Ar Kr Xe (~~\ rr:) Pt 
( Sd) 

S( a - 1) 0. 7 1 L 17 0 , 80 0 . 46 
0 

0 , 39 0.33 0.88 0. 75 0. 70 

lonization ! : 0 . 9 ! : 0. 8 !: 0 . 6 1: 0. 5 1: 0 . 4 

energy (a. u,) 
0.5 

!! : 2 . 0 ll: 1. 5 !! : 
0 , 3 0 . 3 0 . 3 

LO I! : 0 . 9 I! : 0 . 8 

Tab1e 10 

L attice d i stances of nickel. palladium and platinum 

Ni Pd Pt 

Nearest neighbour distance (a 0 ) 4 . 73 5, 20 5.24 

Next-nearest neighbour distance (a0 ) 6 . 69 7. 35 7.41 

For the distance between the roetal atoms a and b in both roodels 

A and B we have introduced the nearest and the next-nearest neighbour 

di stances of the face -centered cubic metals nickel, palladium and plati

nurn (see Table 10; the next-nearest neighbour distance is equal to /2 

times the neare st neighbour di stance). Although the lattic.e di stances 

of the roetal near the surface may be different from the bulk v alues, 

Low-Energy Electron Diffraction measurements on nickel have shown 

that this is probably not so for dîstances parallel to the surface. The 

lattice parameters perpendicular to the surface might be somewhat dif

ferent37-39. The other distances in models A and B were varied. How

ever, we have calculated only isosceles triangles (model A) or trapezia 

(model B). 

The roodels A and B yield the interaction of an adsorbed atom 

or molecule with two metal atoms, either at nearest or at next-nearest 

neighbour distance. It might be possible that, on analysing the frequency 

of occurrence of these distances in various crystal planes, an indication 
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of the relative activities of different surfaces could be obtained (see 
' I 

also Ref. 40}. It may be expected, however, that the simultaneous ef-

fects of more than two roetal atoms on the adsorbate are also important, 

so that at least an analysis of the clusters formed withall surface atoms 

should be made. Still, these clusters A and B might be among the most 

important. By a thorough analysis of first and second order energies, 

Van der Waals and exchange effects, pair, three-body and four-body 

interactions, these model calculations may open the way to a more ex

tensive study of the adsorption on transition metals. 
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Chapter VII 

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS, PROGRAMMING AND PRESENTATION 

OF THE RESU LTS 

Gaussian wave functions 

The advantage of Gaussian wave functions over Slater-type or

bitals is the relatively simple form of the occurring multicenter inte

grals. For this reason Gauss functions are accepted more and more in 

quantum mechanica! calculations. The mathematica! workon integrals 

with Gauss functions was initiated by Boys1 (see also Refs. 2 and 3), 

and has found application in extensi ve calculations, like those of Cle

menti4 and Preus s and Diercksen5 • Particularly methods for second 

order integrals we re developed by Zimering6 and Roberts 7 • In our cal

culations, especially of the Unsold second order energy containing four

center integra1s over the coordinates of as many as three electrons, we 

greatly profited by the simplification achieved by the use of spherical 

Gaussians. 

The utility of Gauss functions is based on the following: consi

der the two-center "overlap distribution"cpA(l) cpB(l), w ith: 

( -i Q ):! ( l Q 2 2) 
TT "A exp -2 "A rA 1 

(1) ( -i ):! ( l 2 2) cpB = TT SB exp -2 SB rBl 

(68) 

Introduce the dimensionless parameters: y A = S}. /S 2 and y B = f3B2 / S 2 . 

We use spherical coordinates: rX 1, ~?1 and cp1 (cp1 is the angle of 

rotation about the A-B axis). Point X is chosen such that: 

RAX 
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A 
B 

Integration of the coordinates of electron 1 over the entire three-di

rnensional space is described by: 

0 :::_ rX1 <oo 

o:::_~Y 1 <n 

o:::_~ 1 <zn 

2 
dT 1 = rX 1 sin!? 1 . drX 1 . d!? 1 • d~ 1 

The transformation of the o1d coordinate s rA 1 and r B 1 to the new one s 

is given by: 

(70) 

and: 

Substituting the definitions of RAX and RBX (69), we find: 

(71) 
The overlap integral: 
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I. 

Integration over cp1, ~land rXl yields 

..a 

= ( 2~ A~B ) a 
I:J.AB ~ 2 + ~ 2 

A B 

exp (-t 

which becomes, upon substituting (71) and (72): 

cpA (1) cpB (1) = e..z + SB2)~ 
I:J.AB 2n exp (-

Defining: ~ 2 2 2 
x YA +YB ~A + ~B 

Yx = ST 2~ 2 

and therewith the function: 

2 2 
~A + ~B 

( ) ( -t ):t ( 1 Q 2 2) cpx 1 = n ~X exp -2 f-IX rx 1 , 

we obtain: 

rx;) · 

(73) 

The overlap function of two spherical Gaussian wave functions centered 

on A and B is exactly equal to the spherical Gaussian charge density 

function (which is the square of the wave function) about one center X, 

multiplied by the overlap integra1 I:J.AB (which is a sca1ar). The "over

lap center" X divides the distance AB into two pieces which are related 

as AX : BX = y B : y A' The extension parameter Yx is equal to the 

arithmetic mean of the parameters yA and yB. 

The integrale 

In order to compute the first order and Unso1d second order 

interaction energies we have to eva1uate the following expressions 

the functions cp 0 as we11 as the operators V and A are rea1-: 

(cpoiAicpo) f cpo(Acpo)d'T" 

(cpoiAVIcpo) f (Vcpo)(Acpo)d,. 

(cp0 IVAVIcp 0 ) = f (Vcp0 )(AVcp0 )d,., 

(74) 
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The product function Cf~ 0 and the interaction operator V are given in 

Chapter VI. A is a matrix-element projection operator of a definite 

irreducible representation of a permutation group. Thus, A is a lin

ear combination of permutation operators, the coefficients being given 

by the matrix elements tabulated in Chapter III. Substitution of the 

formulas for (j) , V and A into these expressions (74) yields a large 
0 

number of terms. As in these models the operator A consiste of max-

imum 24 permutations and the interaction operator V contains at 

most 24 terms, the maximum number of terms in the third expression 

of (74) is 24 x 24 2 = 13, 824. A1though many of these terms contain the 

same integrale, there are still a few hundreds of different ones. By 

using relation (73), they can all be expreseed in 7 basic types: 

l l 

rl f 
~A(I)~B(l) 

ril 

13 f 
~1(1) 
------z- d ~ I 
rB I 

14 
e ~1(1)~;(l) 

r1 2 

2 

I 
~A (I) 

Is dr 
rB l. re I I 

l l l l 

dT 1dr l n-3e3e3J exp(-BA rAl- BB rBI) 
dT ldT l A B ril 

B. F(B RAB), with B = BABB(e1 t e;)-Î 

8 l 
A G(BA RAB); 

dr 1dT l 

e 2 
A 

B l. G(BR AB) , with B - B B (B l l) -Î · - A B A +BB ' 

H(~. ~. BARAC' BARAB ' BARBC); 

B 2 
A 

B 2 
A 

Using the transformations: 

1 1 co 2 2 
2rr-2 I exp (-r t )dt -r 

co 0 

~=I 2 
exp (-r t) dt, 

1 1 2 2 
2rr-2 I exp ( -r t ) dt, and: 

r o 
erf(r) = 

r 
0 

(75) 

(76) 
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.!. x 2 
-erf( x) standing for the "error function" 2TT- 2 J exp ( -t ) dt - , we can 

reduce these seven integrals to the three types0of functions given in the 

expressions (75)8 ' 7 • These functions are: 

F(x) 

1 
2n-2 x 2 

=-x- J exp (-t }dt 
0 

and: 

where: 

P( ) 2 ( 2 2 2) 2 2t4 t = x 1 + x 3 - x 2 - x 1 t + x 2 (77) 

Although it is not evident from this expression, the function H is in

variant with respect to the interchange of the argument pairs (S, x1) 

and ('11, x 2). In view of the forms of the integrals I 5 and I 7 , this is a 

necessary condition. The error function8 

.!. x 2 
2TT- 2 J exp (-t )dt, 

0 

and the "complex error function"9 • 1 0 

2 x 2 
exp (-x ) J exp (t )dt , 

0 

have been tabulated very accurately. 

The functions F and G are easily computed from these tables 

by interpolation formulas. The function H effectively contains a single 

integration, as the error function in the integrand can be computed by 

interpolation. This integration was carried out numerically by Simpson's 

method1 _1 • On the basis of these rules, FUNCTION subprogrammes for 

the computation of the integrals we re written in FORTRAN. 

Writing out the expressions 

If the integrals can be calculated, the problem of the evaluation 

of the expressions (74) is solved in principle. The first expression cón

sists of overlap integrals only. The second one contains terms of the 
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form: 1/R, 11 and 12, the third one comprises 

1/R. 1/R, 1/R . 11, 1/R . 12 , 11 . 11' 

12 . 12, 13, 14, 15' 16 or 17 ' 

mostly multiplied by some overlap integrals. (1/R represents the inter

nuclear repulsion). However, as we noticed before, these terms can 

be very numerous. Since writing out all terms by hand is a very time

consuming and cumhersome procedure, with a big chance of mistakes, 

we have programmed also this part of the work for an electronic com

puter*). 

The electrens were numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4, and the centers 

~· ~· !:. and ~ represented by the characters A, B, C and D. For the 

"overlap centers" (see first sectien of this chapter) the narnes U, V, 

W, X, Y and Z were chosen. These characters can be readand printed 

by the computer and are represented internally by a code number. Thè 

input of the program consists of the codes for the atomie functions 

contained in cp 0 , those for the terms in the interaction operator V and 

those for the permutations of A with their respective coefficients. 

The computer treats the terms one by one: it perroutes the 

electron number-s in cp 0 and V according to the con:sidered permutation 

of A, decides which overlap integrals occur, and replaces each "over

lap distribution" by a spherical charge distribution on the "overlap 

center". Next it decides to which of the types given by (78) the term 

under consideration belengs and finds the exact form of the functions 

with their arguments that can be written for the integrals 11, ...... IT 

The complete expression for each term, written in FORTRAN, forms 

the output of the program. A scheme of this program for the second 

order integrals is shown in Fig. 2. 

Sorting the terms and adding equal ones can now be carried 

out by computer as well. Finally the various integrals, being func

tions of different arguments, are collected. Tl}e FUNCTION sub

programs to compute these functions have already been referred to 

•) The author is indebted to Mr J. P. Eckman, Rechenzentrum der Universitat, Zürich, 

for valuable suggestions concerning this programming. 
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Figure l 

Re ad lunetion '~'o• e.g. ABCC meana 'l'o • '!'0 (1) 'l'b(Z) 'l'c(3) 'l'c(4) 

Read operator V.; E,. V i, e.g. AC + I. B3 - 2, 13 + 1 means V.; tf- r +....!... 
ac b3 r l 3 

Re ad operator A = ~ Al<, e.g. 1234 t 1, 2314 - 1 means A = I - P 123 

-i Write J(Vq> )(AVq> )d•; !: J (Vlq> )(Ak V .'l' )d• I 
0 0 i, j. k 0 J 0 

and treat the term a aeparately 

I Calculate the coefficient of the term a a a product of the coe!!iclents I 
of~~· Vj and Ak 

I Store V i a nd ~0 I 

I 
Permute the e lectron numbers in V. and fl' 0 according to the permulation I 

Ak and store the p\!rmuted Vj and "'o 

J. 
Compare, in the permuted and non-permuted cp0 , the functione eerreeponding to 
the eame electron nurnber and store the na mes of tbe overlap integrals that occur 

aecording to relation (73) 

I Find the nilmea of the "overlap centers": A , B , C and D for AA, BB , CC I 
and DO; U, V, W, X, Y and Z lor AB , AC, BC, AD, BD and CD 

I Count the amount of nwnbers and charactera in V. and V. t o find the I 
integrale occurrin~ in this term1 J 

0 

Write a FORTRANexpression for each term as follows : 
coefficient * narnes of overlap integrale • narnes of functions 

with their arguments 

numbers 

numbera 



in the section Integrale. TÎlUs, given the expressions (74), a complete 

FORTRAN program for the calculation of these expressions could be 

written by a computer. 

This. writing of the program was carried out on the IBM 1130 

and IBM 1800 at the Battelle Institute in Geneva and the Unilever Re

search Labaratory in Vlaardingen respectively; the computations were 

performed on the same computers and, besides, on the CDC 1604 of 

the ETH in Zurich, the IBM 7040 of the Centre de Calcul de 1 'Ecole 

Polytechnique de l'Université de Lausanne, and the IBM 7094 II of the 

IBM-center at Rijswijk. 

The results 

To abserve the various phenomena that can play a role in ad

sorption we have calculated the roodels A and B for the rare-gas atoms 

He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, the hydragen atoms and two different lattice 

distances of the. metals Ni, Pd and Pt. The effects were calculated in 

model A as a function of the height of the rare-gas atom c above the 

roetal "surface" atoms a and b, and in model B as a function of bath - -
the height of the hydragen atoms ~ and ~ above the roetal atoms ~ and È. ) 
and the distance between the hydragen atoms. As, in these models, 

we calculated the pair interactions, the three-body and four-body energy 

in first and second order of perturbation theory - the second order 

energy being split into the Van der Waals attraction and the exchange 

polarization - we obtained a very large number of results. 

The most convenient way to show these results is to present 

them graphically. The curves in Figs. 3 to 32 were drawn directly by 

a plotter connected to an IBM 1800 computer. For each curve a certain 

number of points was calculated: 2 per atomie unit (a ) on the abcissa 
0 

for model A, 1 per atomie unit (a0 ) on the abcissa for model B. The 

curves were drawn using a "spline fit'.' interpolation method11 • This 

methad approximates the curve between each two points by a third or

der polynomial such that the slope and the curvature - the first and 

second derivative - change continuously, going from one segment to 

another. The curves resembie those that one would obtain on drawing 

by hand, with the help of a spline, the "best" smooth curve through a ' 
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number of points, The number of points calculated should not be too 

small in order to obtain all es sential effects, such as extrema, etc. 

Note that: 

1 atomie unit of energy = 27. 2 eV = 626 kcal/mole ; 

1 atomie unit of distance (Bohr radius a ) = 0. 53 2\. 
0 

Model A (adsorption of rare gases) 

In this model, where ql =ql (l)qlb(2)ql (3)ql (4), o a c c 

c 

@ 
/ ' 

/ ' 
/ ' two spinstatesexist which are both non-degenerate // ', 

a C!)---------0 b ( see Chapter lil). To calculate the tot al first 

and second order energies for spins 0 and 1, 

one must evaluate the expectation values of the diagonal-matrix-element 

projection operators of the irreducible representations E and T 1 of the 

permutation group n4 • Since no degeneracy occurs, the fir.st and. second 

order energies canthen be calculated directly. 

The total energy consists of the pair energies Eab' Eac' Ebc 

and the three-boci.y energy. These pair energies can be obtained by 

removing formally one of the atoms, each in its turn, i.e. by elimina

ting from the formula for the total energy all those integrals which de

pend on the coordinates of the removed atom. They can also be obtained 

directly by deriving the expressions for the interaction energies with 

the product wave functions: 

~a(l) Cl'b( 2) 

Cl'a(l) Cl'c(2) Cl'c(3) 

Cl'b(l) qlc(2) ql c(3) 

for Eab 

for E 
ac 

and the corresponding interaction operators V. The energy formulas 

for the possible spin states were obtained with the help of the projection 

operators of the groups 11 2 and rr 3. For the pair ab the spin can adopt 

the values 0 and 1, af fording the irreducible repre sentations A1 and A 2 
of rr 2 . These spin values correspond to the spins 0 and 1 of the total 

system. For the pairs ac and bc the spin can only be i. affording the 

representation E of rr 3 . The pair energies Eac and Ebc are independent 

of the total spin of the system. 
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The results calculated with the parameter values of Tables 9 

and 10 are shown in Figs. 3-12. The interaction energy was plottedas 

a function of the height h of the rare-gas atom c above the metal atoms 
' - -

~ and ~· The pair energy Eab does not depend on!=_ and is very small 

compared with the other contributions. Since the pair energies Eac and 

Ebc do not depend on the spin state of the system, the total pair energy 

is re pre sented by one curve. The tota1 ener gy, and therefore the three

body energy, which is the dü ference between the tota1 energy and the 

pair energy, do depend on the spin. Two curves were drawn, for spin 

0 and 1 respective1y. 

According to Jansen's calculations (see e.g. Ref. 12) the 

rare-gas atoms,except Ne, are better represented if for the short

range exchange interaction the extension parameter 13 of the effective 

electron distribution is chosen somewhat different from the value of 13 

determined from the long-range Van der Waals attraction. This effect 

was taken into account in the results of Figs. 13-22 by ca1culating the 

first order (repulsive) interaction with a va1ue of 13 which was some

what modified with respect to the 13 -va1ue used for the second order 

attraction. First order 13 was chosen different from second order 13 by 

the following amount, which, according to Jansen, is reasonab1e: 

Xe 131 is 30% larger than 13 2 

Kr 131 is 20% 1arger than 13 2 

Ar 131 is 10% larger than 13 2 

Ne 131 is equal to 13 2 

He : 131 is 10% smaller than 13 2 , 

the values of 13 2 being those given in Table 9. The results obtained for 

Pd and Ni are not much different from those calculated for Pt. The 

interaction is slightly more attractive in the order Pt < Pd < Ni. 
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The equilibrium distances and the binding energies c a lculated from 

the pair interactions are listed in Table 11. 

Table 11 

Equilibrium distance (a0 ) and bindi n g e nergy (kca l / male ) o f th e p a i r 

inte r action between two m etal ato m s and a r a re -gas at om 

Xe K r Ar N e He 

5.0 4. 7 4 . 5 3. 9 3. 7 a 
0 

Pt 
4. 5 4 3 1.5 I kcal / mal e 

4. 7 4 . 5 4 . 3 3 . 7 3.5 a 
Pd 

0 

5 4 3 1. 5 I kca l / mal e 

4. 2 4. I 4.0 3.4 3. I a 
0 

Ni 
6 5. 5 4. 5 2 . 5 1.5 k c a l / m a l e 

In the second order energy we have calculated the Van der 

Waals interaction and the exchange polarization separatel y. It appears 

that the exchange polarization, the most importa nt contributions to 

which are contained in the pair energies Eac and Ebc' is s lightly re

pulsive. lf the curves in Figs . 13-22 would be drawn, with in second 

order the Van der Waals energy only, their qualitative aspect would 

not change, but the binding energy at equilibrium di stance would be 

about 25% larger. 

Model B (adsorption of a hydrogen mole cule) 

In model B, wherecp 0 =f4la(l)cpb(2)cpc(3)cpd(4), 

three spin states are allowed: S = 0, 1 and 2, 

affording the re pre s.entations E, T 1 and A 2 

of rr4 . The state with the lowest energy is 

c d 
~--~ 

' -- . I >< ' 
I " ' \ 

Cf)~~ --~'.:(!) 
a b 

S = 0, which is twofold degenerate in the non-interacting s y stem. We 

have calculated the interaction energy in this state by evaluating the 

expectation values of the matrix-element projection operat ors of the 

representa tion E, dia gonalizing the first order m a trix to obtain the 

first order energies and calculating the second order energies with 

those linear combinations of the two degenerate antisymmetrie func tions 

that are eigenvector s of the fir st order matrix. Of the two e i genvalue s 
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of the first order matrix we have only considered the one that gave the 

lowest interaction energy - lowest in the sense of most negative _: 

the ground state. 

The total interaction energy of system B consists of the pair 

energies Eab' Eac' Ead' Ebc' Ebd and Eed' the three-body energies 

Eabc' Eabd' Eacd' Ebcd and the four-body energy. Thè three-body 

energies and the pair energies were calculated after deriving the ex

pressions for the interaction energies of each tripletand pair of atoms. 

The pair energies were calculated directly, while the three-body ener

gies were obtained by calculating the interaction energies of the atom 

triplets and subtracting the pair energies. The four-body energy was 

found by subtraction of all pair and three-body contributions from the 

tot al interaction energy of system B. 

For the ground state, with S = 0, all triplets of atorhs must be 

in the state S = -î . which affords the irreducible representation E ofn~ 

and is twofold degenerate in the non-interacting system. Just as the 

total interaction energy in model B, the energie a of the triplets were 

calculated from those eigenveetors óf the first order matrix that cor

respond to the lowest interaction energies. The spin values of the pair 

systems can be 0 or 1. It appeared that for all considered configurations 

of model B in the ground state the spins must be zero for the pairs ab, 

cd, ac and bd and one for the pairs ad and bc. It was verified that, if 

the atoms ~· ~· ~ and ~are separated into two pairs, the total inter

action ener gy as well as the energie s of the tr i plets indeed become 

asymptotically equal to the pair energies. The. lowest state with S = 0 

separates into two pairs with spin zero, the highest state with S = 0 

into two pairs with spin one . This correct asymptotic behaviour is 

imperative for a proper evaluation of the three-body and four-body con

tributions to the interaction energy. 

The results for the ground state are shown in Figs. 23-37 . They 

were calculated with the parameter values listed in Tables 9 and 10. 

The interaction energy in first and second order as a surn of pair ener

gies (Figs. 23, 24), including the three -body energies (Figs . 25, 26) 

and the four-body energy (Figs. 27, 28} areplottedas a function of the 

distance between the hydragen atoms. Curves are drawn for different 

values of the height of the hydragen atoms above the metal atoms. 
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The values near the curves indicate the height of the hydragen 
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electrans was calcula ted approxi m a tely a nd adde d la the results of Figs . 27 and 28 respectively. 
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The energy is indicated in atomie unit s . The dashed line represe nts the line of 
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These values are given near the curves in atomie units (a0 ) . The curves 

can be considered as sections of the two-dimensional surface which de~ 

scribes the interaction energy as a function of both the distance between 

the hydrogen atoms and the height above the metal atoms. Contour maps 

of this surface are drawn in Figs . 33, 34, 35 and 36 corresponding to 

the results given in Figs. 23, 27, 24 and 28 respectively. The da::;hed 

lines in these maps describe a kind of reaction coordinate, a line of 

minimum energy which is foliowed if a hydrogen molecule is adsorbed 

on a "metal surface" represented by two e ffective atoms ~ a nd ~· The 

total interaction o f the system (plotted in Figs. 27 and 34) , if running 

along this line is shown in Fig. 37 as a function of the distance between 

the hydrogen atoms and the metal atoms. 
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Figs. 29 and 30 show the total interaction energy (pair+ three

body + four-body energy) calculated in first order only. 

So far we have considered only the interaction between the hy

drogen molecule and the unpaired non-bonding d-electrons of the met al. 

We have tried also to take into account, in this model, the influence of 

the bonding d-electrons and the conduction electrens in a very approx

imate way. The best manner to do this, in a four-center model , would 

be to replace the single electron on each metal atom by a doubly occu

pied space orbital. However, this would somewhat complicate the sys

tem. Roughly the same effect is obtained i f model B is used, keeping 

the spins on the metal atoms parallel to those on the hydragen atoms .. 

This can be done, either by calculating the higher of the two eigen

values with S = 0, or by evaluating the interaction energy with S = 2. 
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We have tried both methods with a charge distribution on each of the 

metal atoms which is much more extended than before. The extension 

parameter of the effective electroi). function of the metal atoms was 

taken three times smaller than the values listed in Table 9. (These 

small S -values would represent the correct long-range effect of nine 

atomie d-electrons, since the polarizability is proportiona l toS - 2 ; 

they introduce an effect of delocalization of the roetal electrons). The 

results of the two methods were practically the same. As expected, 

we obtained a repulsion between the hydragen atoms and the metal 

atoms which was much less sensitive to changes in the geometry of 

system B than the interaction calculated before. The three- and four

body effects were relatively sinalL When this repulsion between the 

hydragen atoms and the metal atoms was added to the interaction ener

gy represented in Figs. 27 and 28, we obtained the results given in 
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Figs. 31 and 32. For comparison we have drawn in Fig. 37 the inter

action energy along the reaction coordinate, when this repulsion is· 

taken into account. 

The calculations on Pt, Pd and Ni show qualitatively the same 

effects. The "adsorption energy" of a hydragen molecule derived from 

the results shown in Fig. 31 and 32 for Pt and from similar curves for 

Pd and Ni are given in Tabie 12. 

Table 12 

Adsorption energy (kcal / mole) for dissociative adsorption of 

H 2 on two metal atoms 

Pt Pd' Ni 

Effect of unpa i red 75 80 100 
d-electrons only 

R e pulsive effect of bonding 
d -electrons and conduct~on 45 45 30 
e lectrans added approximatively 
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Chapter VIII 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

The results of the calculations should be discussed keeping in 

mind the approximations of the model in which they were obtained. As 

we mentioned before, this model was derived from that used by Jansen 

and Lombardi1 ' 2 for calculating the stahilities of different crystal 

structures of rare gases,, alkali halides, 11-VI, HI-V and RX 2 com

.pounds. These crystal structures are experimentally known, and 

therewith the equilibrium distances and the binding energies between 

the atoms or ions that compose the crystal. Thus, Jansen and Lombardi 

were able to derive the extension parameters B of the Gaussian "ef

fective electron" wave functions from the empirica! pair potentials 

between the atoms. For the ions, an extrapolation procedure was used 

on the basis ofthe known diamagnetic susceptibilities of the ions, rel

ative to those of the .rare-gas atoms. The crystal stability was ana

lysed in terms of the relative three-body exchange interactions in first 

and second order of perturbation theory, i.e. the three-body interac

tions were calculated relative to the pair interactions which are em

pirically known. 

Less information is available on the adsorption on metal sur

faces. In general it is not known at which site of a specific crystal 

plane the adsorbate can be found, nor do we know much about the 

equilibrium positions or the binding energy for adsorption at definite 

sites. In these model calculations we have also used the "effective 

electron" approximation with Gaussian charge distributions. To allow 

for the exchange interactions between both open and closed shell sys

tems, we have extended the "effective electron" model compared with 

Jansen's. The latter model calculates only the interactions between 

closed-shell systems which are represented by a one-electron distri-
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bution each, all effective electrens having parallel spins. In the pre

sent model open- shell systems are represented by a single unpaired 

electron, while closed-shell systems are replaced by a doubly filled 

space orbital. Thus it can describe the "chemica!", streng first or

der exchange bond, as wel! as "physical", weak secend order, mainly 

Van der Waals , bonding. The type of bonding that is found depends on 

the spin state of the system. 

Within this model the first order energy and the Unsold expres

sion for the secend order interaction energy, both including exchange 

interactions, were evaluated without any further approximation. All 

occurring multicenter integrals - particularly in second order a very 

large number - were computed exactly by the methods given in Chap

ter VII. The Gaussian parameters 13 and the Unsold average excitation 

energy were adopted such that the overlap between the two metal d-or

bitals calculated with atomie self-consistent-field functions and the 

pair interactions between two hydrogen atoms and two rare-gas atoms 

were represented as correctly as possible within this approximation. 

The more semi-empirica! parameters can be determined, the more 

accurate calculations can be carried out. This is illustrated by the 

use of two different Gaussian parameters 13 for the first and secend 

order interactions between two rare-gas atoms, which yields better 

results for the equilibrium distance a nd the binding energy than the 

u se of a single 13. When more specific experimental data on adsorption 

on metal surfaces become available, a more precise theoretica! ana

lysis can be made. 

Rare-gas a dsorption 

The middle curves in Figs. 3-22, which show the results of 

the calculations on model A, repreaent the sum of the pair energies 

EMM and twice EMX' M standing for a metal atom, X for a rare-gas 

atom . Since the pair energy EMM' the direct interaction between two 

metal d-electrons , is very small and the energies EMX do n otdepend 

on the spin state of the total system, the total pair energy is practical

ly independent of this spin. As expected, the pair interactions EMX be

tween a closed- shell rare -gas atom and an unpaired me tal electron 
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are repulsive in first order. The second order energy is always at

tractive. The result is a weak minimum (binding energy 1-6 kcal/mole) 

in the totalpair energy, descrihing "physical adsorption". The ex

change polarization - the second order exchange force - is slightly 

repulsive, thus causing a decrease of the binding energy at the mini

mum of about ZOo/o. The three-body interactions are important espec

ially in fir st order. They cause an attractive effect when the spins of 

the metal electrons are anti-parallel and a (smaller) repulsion when 

the spins are parallel. These interactions, which are mainly of the 

exchange type, are not very important at the "physical bonding" mini

mum of this system. If the stability of adsorption of rare gases on a 

transition metal surface is analysed in terms of the interactions be-

· tween the rare-gas atoms and the metal d- and conduction electrons 

calculated by this model, clusters may occur which are so compact 

that exchange must be considered. These calculations have shown that 

l.n isoaceles triangles with a rare-gas atom at the top, the three-body 

interactions have the effect of directing the unpaired metal spins anti

parallel. The results indicate that this indirect exchange interaction 

can become much larger than the direct exchange force. Thus the oc

currence of triangles of the form of model A, for instance, tends to 

decrease the magnetization of a ferromagnetic material upon adsorp

tion of rare-gas atoms. As the figures demonstrate, these effects are 

relatively large for xenon, krypton and argon, smaller for neon and 

very smal! for helium. The results calculated with a single 13 for a 

rare-gas atom show a shift of the "physical bonding" minimum to 

smaller distance between the rare-gas atom and the metal atoms, going 

from xenon to helium. The depth of the minimum remains almost 

constant. For the more realistic energies calculated with first order 

13 modified with respect to second order B, the minimum still shifts to 

smaller distance, while also the binding energy shows a marked de

crease in the sequence Xe> Kr> Ar> Ne> He. 

The literature reports~ 5 kcal/mole for the experimental 

heats of adsorption of Kr and Xe on nickel3 • 
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Hydrogen adsorption 

The results obtained for model B are read most clearly from 

Figs. 23-32 by consiclering the successive energy curves for two hy

drogen atoms approaching the roetal atoms, At large distance from 

the roetal atoms only the binding energy of the hydrogen molecule is 

calculated. ( The equilibrium di stance is too large - 1. 9 a - and the 
0 

dissociation energy is somewhat too small - 90 kcal/mole -, the 

exact values being 1.4 a and 102 kcal / mole}. On coming closer to the 
0 

metal, the hydrogen molecule is first "physically" bound, i.e. at 

large distance the second order attraction predominates the first or-

der effects. However, since the hydrogen atoms can form "chemical", 

strong first order exchange honds with the roetal atoms, the " physical

ly" bound state passes continuously to the more strongly bound " chemi

sorbed" state. (Note that the energy scale values in these figures are 

much higher than those in Figs. 3-22 for rare-gas adsorption}. The 

effects of "physical" bonding are not visible from the drawings. The 

strong pair bonding of the hydrogen atoms to the roetal atoms is shown 

in Figs. 23 and 24. When the system becomes more compact, the three

and four-body interactions become important (Figs. 25 and 26, 27 and 

28}. The three-body energy is repulsive and increases with decreasing 

distance between the hydrogen atoms. Consequently, if the distance be

tween the hydrogen atoms and the roetal atoms is smaller than 2 a 0 , 

the pair attraction between the hydrogen atoms is compensated by the 

three-body repulsion with the me tal electrons. Due to the pair inter

actions, the hydrogen molecule would be "chemisorbed" by the strong 

exchange bonding between the me tal atoms and the hydrogen atoms. 

The hydrogen atoms, however, would stay at the equilibrium distance 

of the isolated molecule. Owing to the three-body interactions the hy

drogen molecule can dissociate without activation energy (see, for in

stance, the ener gy curve at height 2 a ) , the atoms moving apart to 
0 

be separately bound to the roetal atoms. The four-body interactions 

generally counteract the three-body effects but are smaller in magni

tude. The specific effects caused by the three-body interactions are 

maintained if also the four-body energy is taken into account. 

The effects mentioned are mainly caused by the first order 
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energy, as is seen from Figs. 29 and 30. The second order interac

tion adds an attractive term to the energy, which results in an en

largement of the binding energies. However, no specific qualitative 

·effects are caused by the second order energy which, for the "chemica! 

bonding" distance, is smaller than the first order energy. Also the 

second order exchange farces add no important effects to this system . 

The distance between the metal atoms is of great importance. 

For two metal atoms at nearest neighbour distance the ensemble of 

pair, three-body and four-body interactions effects a dissociation of 

the hydragen molecule followed by atomie "adsorption". If t h e met al 

atoms are at larger distance, this effect might not occur. Two metal 

atoms at next-nearest neighbour distance just slightly remave the hy

drogen atoms from each other, but if no other metal atoms are present, 

the hydragen molecule would be pulled into the plane of the metal atoms. 

Also a smaller distance between the metal atoms might give different 

effects . 

The influence of the three- and four-body energies is even more 

clearly seen from the contour maps shown in Figs. 33 to 36. The 

dasbed lines of minimum energy describe the ground state of a hydra

gen molecule approaching two metal atoms. When we campare Fig. 33 

with 34 and 35 with 36, it appears that the three - and four-body ener

gies yield the above-mentioned phenomena which are typically different 

from those of the pair-energy alone. This is particularly the case if 

the metal atoms are at nearest neighbour distance. The effects remain 

practically unaltered if the influence of the bonding metal d-electrons 

and the conduction electrans is taken into account in the approximate 

manner described in Chapter VII (Figs. 31 and 32). To the interaction 

energy calculated before, a repulsive intera ction was added which is 

not very sens i ti ve to the geometry of the system, the three- and four

body effects being relatively small. The binding energy of the hydra

gen atoms to the metal atoms is somewhat reduced, as can be seen 

from Table 12. The experilnental values for the initial heat of adsorp

tion of hydragen on Ni, Pd and Pt are 29-32, 27 and 28 kcal / mole4 • 

The results of the calculations on model B can be compared 

directly with those of Sherman, Sun and Eyring and of Okamoto, 

Horiuti and Hirota, described in Ref. 5 ( see also Chapter V). These 
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authors have also computed the interaction energy between .a hydragen 

molecule and two nickel atoms as a function of the distance between 

the hydragen atoms and of the height of the hydragen molecule above 

the metal atoms. Their expression for the interaction energy, which 

was calculated by the valenee-bond method for the state with tot al 

spin zero, differs from our first order energy in the following points: 

- the overlap and multiple-exchange integrals between different 

atoms were neglected; 

- the Coulomb integrals and the single -exchange integrals which 

remain, were estimated from empirica! Morse curves for 

the pair honds between the atoms . This estimation was based 

on the assumption of a fixed percentage of Coulomb energy, 

independent of the interatomie distance. 

Without .the aid of an electronic computer, however, - the calculations 

were made in 1932 - these approximations were practically inevitable. 

The results are rather different from ours: Sherman et al. 

find that the hydragen atoms, on approaching the metal atoms, stay 

practically at the equilibrium distance of the isolated molecule and 

would require a large activatien energy to dissociate - aresult which 

resembles ours, if we consider pair interactions only. Further, the 

adsorption energy they calculated is much lower than ours. 

The results of our calculations can also be related to the hypo

thetical curve for non-activated dissociative adsorption of H 2 as given, 

for example, by De Boer6 (Fig. 38). This figure should be compared 

with Fig. 37. The full line in Fig. 37 was obtained by platting the total 

interaction energy between a hydragen molecule and the unpaired metal 

d-electrons when the molecule approaches two metal atoms at nearest 

neighbour distance along the line of minimum energy. The physical 

bonding, which is very weak and passes continuously to the chemica! 

bond, cannot be cibserved explicitly in this curve. A small activatien 

harrier exists if the repulsive effect of the bonding d-electrons and 

conduction electrans is taken into account ( dasheq line). However, 

the very approximate model calculations that simulate the effect of 

the bonding d- and conduction electrons, probably overestimate the 

long-range repulsion due to the very small 13-values used in the "ef

fective electron" method. 
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Conclusions 

A theory for adsorption and e s pecially chemisorpt ion on transi

tion metals must be able to explain many different phenomena. Exper

imenta lly it is known, for insta nce, that adsorption can h a ve a very 

different character at various crystal planes, that, probably on the 

same plane, different stabie types of adsorption occur, that generally 

the adsorption energy depends on the surface coverage, that some 

transition metals are active for certain types of adsorption and others 

are not, etc. 

The present calculations yield, on the one hand, semi-quantita

tively correct results for physical adsorption of rare gases. They 
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show ·that three-body interactions, depending on the spin state of the 

transition metal electrons, may be important. On the other hand, the 

dissociative chemisorption of H 2 , is also explained semi-quantitatively. 

It appears that, beside the pair interactions, three-body forces espec

ially of the first order exchange type are important for non-activated 

dissociative chemisorption. These effects depend in a very sensitive 

manner not only on the shape of the wave functions but also on the 

geometrie structure of the system considered. 

On the basis of these calculations it may be anticipated that this 

model can be capable of explaining the specific phenomena attending 

adsorption on transition metals. To this end one should calculate the 

interaction energy in all two-, three- and, possibly, four-atom clus

ters that can be formed with the adsorbate and the metal atoms of a 

definite crystal plane or even of a few outer layers. 

The activity of the different sites on a surface and the activa

tien barrier to hopping from one stabie site to another can be examined, 

as wel! as the influence of the angle of impact with the surface if the 

adsorbate is a molecule like H 2 . To study the effect of increasing 

surface coverage the interaction between two or more adsorbate mole

cules and the surface must be considered. 

The calculations have shown that for the systems concerned 

the three- and four-body effects are most importan~ in first order, 

i.e. that in second order the deviations from pairwise additivity are 

smaller and less important than in first order. Particularly for chemi

sorption the specific effects calculated in first order are essential. On 

theether hand, the evaluation of the second order Vander Waals andex

change energies, especially the last one, took much more effort than 

the computation of the first order energy. In view of these results we 

think that in further model calculations which we consider, the first 

order energy should be evaluated exactly, whereas the second order 

energy, in the first instance, can be neglected (only for chemisorption} 

or calculated in a more approximate, empirica!, marmer. For more 

complex cases than we regarded so far , the calculation of the first 

order energy may possibly be refined. In particular for the adsorption 

of more complicated molecules like N 2, CO, C 2H4 , valenee-bond 

calculations, taking into account several valenee electrens per atom, 
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combined with cluster expansions, can lead to the improvement and 

refinement of the "effective electron" model. 

The approximate nature of theoretica! calculations was due in 

part to the complexity of a theoretica! description of a surface system, 

in part to the lack of specific empirie al data on adsorption. Therefore, 

we do not wish to terminate this discussionwithout stressing the im

portance of accurate experimental results. Both for the development 

and for the evaluation of theoretica! models there is much need for 

precise structural and energetic knowledge, such as the characteris

tic s of the binding on different sites of well-defined surfaces, the bar

riers to ''hopping" from one site to another, and the energy transfer 

to the surface. Particularly interesting are the experimental studies 

aiming to obtain "An atomie view of adsorption"7 • 

Information a bout, for instanee, the effect of conduction elec

trons on adsorption, or the degree of localization of the wave functions 

of the adsorbed state, which could be obtained from theoretica! ca1cu

lations, should also be verified experimentally. It is the combination 

of theory and experiment that is likely to bemost successful in clari

fying the complex phenomena involved in adsorption. 
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Appendix A 

THE EISENSCHIT Z- LONDON PER TURBATION THEOR Y 

The perturbation theory of Eisenschitz and London is described 

here in a more modern, somewhat generalized, notation. Because of 

the completeness and orthonormality of the eigenfunctions cpk of the 

unperturbed operator H 0 , an arbitrary function q> can be expanded as: 

q> = l: cpk(<~'klq>) . 
k 

The index~ runs over the complete set of eigenfunctions <~'k; for the 

continuurn part the summatien must be conceived as an integration. 

This defines a resolution of the identity operator in [cp}: 

I = l: lq>k) (q>k I . 
k 

The projected functions ,qk = A<pk' where A is the same pro-

jection operator as that defined in Chapter II, are complete in the sub

space [ $ = A<p), but as a consequence of the intermolecular overlap, 

they are linearl y dependent. It follows that an arbitrary function of 

the subspace [ $} can be expanded as: 

v = l: vkak, 
k 

but that the coefficients ak are not unique. Due to the completeness and 

orthonormality of the functions q>k a special expansion may be defined: 

V = A$ = A l: q>k (cpk I$) 
k 

Ewk<wklw>· 
k 

This equation defines a special resolution of the projection operator 

A, which is the identity operator in the subspace ( +} : 

A= l: lwk> <wkl 
k 

=l:AI<pk) (qlk!A. 
k 

This resolution of A is valid in the entire function space (cp}. 
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The perturbation theory proceeds as follows: the eigenfunction 

and eigenvalue of the Hamilton operator of the interacting system are 

expanded as: 
00 

* l:: * (i:J.); 
n=o 

E l:: e(n). 

n=o 

The perturbed functions * (n), which shall be of the same symmetry 

as *' are expressed as linear combinations of wk: 

The unperturbed function w(o) is chosen as * . Therefore: 
0 

1 for k = 0 ; 

0 otherwise. 

These expressions are substituted into the Schrödinger equation, 

n,m=o 

Then we write *k = ~k' use the invariance of the total Hamiltonian 

under symmetry operations of the system (HA =AH), write H = H +V 
0 

and use the fact that the (j)k are eigenfunctions of H 0 . Rearranging the 

terros according to the orders of perturbation, we obtain: 

l:: E 
n=o k 

(n) 00 (n-1) * E a + l:: l:: AV~ a = 
k k k n=l k k k 

This equation is sol ved if the equations in all orders of perturbation 

are solved. In zerothorder we are left with: 

E .t. = e(o) ,,, . 
0 ~ 0 ~0 

The unperturbed energy e(o) is the sum of atomie or molecular ener

gies E 0 • The first order equation reads: 
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A solution of this equation is found by expanding the right-hand (>ide, 

which has the proper symmetry, in the special manner indicated be

fore, and equating the coeffici~nts of wk: 

For k = 0 the result is: 

for k I 0: 

e(l) = (~o\AV<po) 
(A{po \A<po) 

a( 1) = 
k 

(A<pk\A(V - e( l))cpo) 

The second order equaÜon is: 

Proceeding analogously, we obtain, for k = 0, the second orde.r energy: 

<Acpo\A(V- e(l))<pk) (Acpk\A(V- e(l))<po) 

EO- Ek 

This procedure can be applied in all higher orders, The wave func

tion and energy given by their perturbation expansions satisfy the 

Schrodinger equation. Since, clearly, the perturbation expressions 

are based on a special choice of expansions in { $}, they may not be 

unique. 
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Appendix B 

SOME DEMONSTRATIONS CONCERNING THE PERTURBATION SERIES 

To demonstrate that ljr and E given by equation (12) indeed sa

tisfy the Schrodinger equation, use the symmetry of ljr ('Ir = Aljr): 

(E - H)ljr = (E - H)Aijr = A(E - H)ljr = O(E - H)ljr + P (E -HH. 

Treat the two parts separate1y and use the properties of 0, P and T: 

and: 

O(E - H)ljr = O(E - H) ljr + O(E - H)TH$ 
0 0 

= Eljr 0 - 0H ijr 0 - OHTH1jr 0 

=w [E-N-1 <w IH+HTHi w >J 
0 0 0 

= 0, 

P(E - H)ljr = P(E - H)ljr + P(E - H)TH $ 
0 0 

= -PH$ 0 + PH$ 0 

= 0. 

The expansion for T given by formu1a (20) satisfies the equa

tions (9), (10) and. ( 11). For (9) and ( 10) this follows immediate1y from 

( 5). To prove ( 11), u se the equality: 

(PR U)n PR P = PR P(U+R P)n, 
0 0 0 0 

which has been proved in Chapter II. Operate with P(E - H) on equa

tion ( 20) to obtain: 

P(E - H)T = L: P(E - H)PR P(U+R P)n. 
0 0 n=o 

Substitute the adjoint of equation ( 16), which reads: 

The re sult is: 
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a> 

P(E - H}T l: P(E - H }R P(U+R P}n l: P U+R P(U+R P)n. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

n=o n=o 

On using (19) this becomes: 

Finall y we show that the perturbation expansions of the wave 

function and the energy given by (21} so1ve the Schrodinger equation. 

To this end we write: 

(E - H}W(n} = (E - H}A*(n} = A{E - HH(n) 

= O(E - HH(n) + P(E - H}W(n} 

and treat the two parts separate1y. 

The first term reads, for n > 1 : 

O(E - H)W(n) = O(E - H}(PR U)n-1 PR PV~ 
0 0 0 

-OH(PR U)n-1 PR PVqJ . 
0 0 0 

Substitute the definition of 0, use AH = HA, write H = H 0 + V and note 

that the term with H vanishes: 
0 

For n = 0 the result is: 

(1) 
o(E - H}w = [E - E - e H . 

0 0 0 

Adding the equations for n = 0, ....... . "' , we obtain: 

(l) (2} 
o(E - HH = [E - E - e - e ~ .... . Jw 

0 0 

= 0. 

The secend term reads, for n > 1: 

P(E - H}W(n} = P(E - H}(PR U}n-1 PR PVqJ , 
0 0 0 

which, u pon using the equality: 

(PR U)n PR P = PR P(U+R P)~ 
0 0 0 0 
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becomes: 

P(E - H)$(n) = P(E - H} PR P(U+R P)n-1 V~ . 
0 0 0 

On substituting the adjoint of equation ( 16), and using ( 19), the result 

· is: 

P(E - H)$(n) = P(E - H )R P(U+R P}n- l V~ -
0 0 0 ' 0 0 

- PU+R P(U+R P)n-1 V~ 
0 0 0 

= P(U+R P)n-l V - P(U+R P)n V . 
o ~o o (Ço 

For n = 0· 

P(E - H} $ = - PV(Ç . 
0 0 

Addition of these equations for n = 0, co yie1ds : 

P(E - H)$ = PVcp0 - PV(Ç0 

= 0. 

If these results are added again, the Schrodinger equation is obtained: 

0 = O(E - _H)$ + P(E - H)$ = A(E - H)$ = (E - H)A$ = (E - H) $ . 

These proofs completed, the perturba tion theory is shown t o be mathe

matically consistent. 
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SUMMARY 

This thesis deals with the development of a perturbation theory 

for intermolecular or interatomie forces and its application to some 

simple models for adsorption on transition-metal surfaces. 

The perturbation theory, which was derived with the aid of the 

"wave operator" formalism, takes the Pauli principle directly into ac

count, which means that the wave functions of the entire system are 

antisymmetrie with respect to the permutations of all electrons. The 

resulting exchange forces between the molecules (or atoms) are con

sidered in all orders of perturbation. The fundamental problems in this 

theory are caused by the circumstance that the products of the molec

ular wave functions, upon antisymmetrization, are no longer eigen

functions of the Hamilton operator of the "unperturbed" system 

- which is the sum of all molecular Hamilton operators - as wellas 

by the linear dependenee of these antisymmetrized product functions, 

which is a result of intermolecular overlap. 

The formulation of the perturbation theory has been kept gen

eral so that also properties other than the above-mentioned antisym

metry can be assigned to the wave functions. An elegant description 

of these properties is provided by the projection operator technique. 

Using group theory, functions can be projected which, in addition to 

being antisymmetrie in the electron coordinates, are also eigenfunc

tions of the spin operators s2 and S and which, moreover, possess a 
z 

certain symmetry with respect to the space group of the system. 

This perturbation theory for intermolecular interactions was 

tested by means of a numerical calculation of the two lowest energy 

state s of the hydrogen molecule ion H {, the wave functions of which 

are "gerade" and "ungerade" respectively with re~pect to a reileetion 

of the molecule. In this example, where the "unperturbed" wave func

tion is exactly known, the first order interaction energy was calculated 

directly, whereas the second order energy and the first order correc-
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tion to the wave function were approximated, using an adapted Hylleraas 

variatien principle. 

The results of this perturbation calculation are in good agree

ment with the accurately known interaction energies for internuclear 

distances ranging from one quarter of the chemica! bonding distance 

of the "gerade" ground state to a distance slightly smaller than the 

Van der Waals minimum for the lowest "ungerade" state. The. first 

order re sult is considerably improved by the second order energy. 

The expectation value of the total energy is enhanced as well by in

cluding the first order wave function. By splitting this expectation 

value into the kinetic and the potential energy, it was demonstrated 

that the fir st order correction to the wave function yields also a bet

ter adaptation to the virial theorem. The exchange interaction appears 

to he of great importance, not only in the first, but also in the second 

order energy. For very large internuclear distance the absolute value 

of the approximated second order energy is lower than that of the same 

energy computed without taking exchange interactions into account. 

This difference is probably due to the approximation procedure. It 

does, however, not appear in the second order energy calculated ac

cording to Unsöld. The "average excitation energy" in Unsöld's for

mula is constaht when the atoms are far apart, but increases with 

smaller interatomie di stance. 

From the above example it appeared that the perturbation theo

ry developed can give reasonable results for the interaction energy be

tween molecules or atoms, even for distance s smaller than the chem-

i cal bonding di stance. It can therefore be applied to calculate the inter

action between atoms adsorbed on the surface of a transition metal and 

the metal atoms. For some time the stability of adsorption on transi

tion metals was interpreted in terms of general geometrie and electron

ie factors relating to the structure of the metals. These factors are 

considered implicitly in different quanturn theoretica! models for ad

sorption, but most of these models are of rather a qualitative char

acter or greatly simplify the properties of the metals. 

The model investigated by us was derived from that used by 

Jansen and Lom bar di to explain the stability of different crystal struc

tures of rare gases, alkali halides, and several other compounds. 
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-Although we did perform an approximate cálculation to examine the 

effect of the bonding and conduction electrens of the metal, we par_ 

ticularly evaluated the interaction of the adsorbed atoms with t h e lo

calized unpaired d-electrons of the transition metal. Forthese com

putations we extended Jansen's "effective electron" model to repre

sent not only the interaction between atoms having a rare-gas configu

ration but also that between open-shell atoms. Using the perturbation 

theory that takes exchange effects into acco unt, we thus calculated the 

first and second order energies, the latter being approximated accord

ing to UnsÖld by a semi-empirica!. estimation of the "average excitation 

energy". The total interaction energy was written in a cluster expan

sion as the sum of pair interactions, three-body interactions, etc. 

We have discussed the results obtained for the clusters formed 

between two roetal atoms, Ni, Pd or Pt, and a rare-gas atom (model 

A) or a hydrogen molecule (model B), the two roetal atoms being kept 

at the nearest or next-nearest neighbour distances of the metals. 

In model A, where the first order interaction is repulsive, the 

second order Van der Waals attraction gives rise to a weak energy 

minimum (binding energy l-6 kcal/mole, increasing in the sequence 

He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe), which is a typical result for "physical adsorp

tion". In the equilibrium state of this cluster, the interactions are al

most pairwise additive. As the rare-gas atom approaches the roetal 

atoms, the three-body exchange forces gain importance, especially 

in fir st order. They couple. the spins of the unpaired me tal d-electrons 

via the rare- gas at om, which in our model stabilize s the state with op

posite spins. 

In model B, the tot al spin of the ground state is also zero . The 

second order, "physical" ahraction, which is important only in the 

case of relatively large distance between the hydrogen molecule and 

the roetal atoms, passes continuously toa first order attraction, dom

inating over the second order effects in the region of interest. The pair 

interactions between the roetal atoms and the hydr9gen atoms cause in

deed a very strong "chemisorption" bond, but it is the three-body inter ·

actions, somewhat counteracted by the four-body effects, that induce 

a hydrogen molecule to dissociate without activatien energy. The value 

obtained for the binding energy of atomie hydrogen adsorption is too 
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high, but can be corrected by incorporating also the repulsive inter

action between the hydragen atoms and the bonding and conduction 

electrans of the metal. Af$ early as 1932, Sherman, Sun and Eyring, 

who also performed calculations on this model, using a semi-empirica! 

method, found a large activatien energy for dissociative adsorption of 

H 2 , and a lower heat of adsorption than we did . 

Our results appear to be strongly dependent on the distance 

between the me tal atoms. För a more detailed study of the influence 

of various metal surfaces on the adsorption characteristics, or for 

the evaluation of the interaction between adsorbed atoms, a large 

number of clusters can be calculated by the methad described in this 

thesis. To investigate the chemisorption of more complex molecules, 

such as N 2 , CO, C 2H4 , the introduetion of more valenee electrans per 

at om into a valenee-bond calculation - the outcome of wh ich corre

sponds with the first order energy in this perturbation theory - may 

give satisfactory results. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Dit proefschrift behandelt de uitwerking van een storingsreke

ning voor intermoleculaire of interatomaire wisselwerkingen en de 

toepassing hierv an op enkele eenvoudige modellen voor adsorptie op 

overgangsmetaaloppervlakken. 

De storingstheorie, die werd afgeleid met behulp van het "wave 

operator" .{ormalisme, houdt direct rekening met het Pauli-principe, 

wat betekent dat de golffuncties van het gehele systeem antisymmetrisch 

zijn ten opzichte van permutaties van alle elektronen . De hierdoor ver

oorzaakte "exchange" krachten tussen de moleculen (of atomen) worden 

in alle orden der storingstheorie in rekening gebracht. De essentiele 

problemen in deze storingstheorie worden gevormd door het feit dat 

de produkten van de moleculaire golffuncties, na antisymmetreren, 

geen eigenfuncties meer zijn van de Hamilton operator van het "onge

stoorde" systeem - die de som is van alle moleculaire Hamilton ope

ratoren - als wel door de lineaire afhankelijkheid van deze geanti

symmetreerde produktfuncties, welke een gevolg is van de intermale

culaire overlap. 

De storingstheorie is zeer algemeen geformuleerd, wat het 

mogelijk maakt behalve de genoemde antisymmetrie ook andere eigen

schappen aan de golffuncties toe te kennen. Deze eigenschappen kunnen 

op elegante wijze beschreven worden door middel van de projectie

operator -techniek. Met behulp van groepentheorie worden functies ge

projecteerd die, behalve antisymmetrisch in de elektronencoördinaten, 

ook eigenfuncties van de spinoperatoren s 2 en Sz zijn en b ovendien een 

bepaalde symmetrie ten opzichte van de ruimtegroep van het systeem 

kunnen bezitten. 

Deze storingstheorie voor intermoleculaire wisselwerkingen 

werd getoetst aan de hand van een nume rieke berekening van de twee 

laagste energietoestanden van het waterstofmolecuul-ion H;, waarvan 

de golffuncties respectievelijk even en oneven zijn ten opzichte van een 
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spiegeling van het molecuul. In dit voorbeeld, waar de "ongestoorde" 

golffunctie exact bekend is, werd de eerste-orde wisselwerkingsener

gie direct berekend. De tweede-orde energie en de eerste-orde cor

rectie op de golffunctie werden benaderd met behulp van een aangepast 

Hylleraas variatieprincipe. 

De resultaten van deze storingsrekening stemmen goed over

een met de nauwkeurig bekende wisselwerkingsenergie~n voor inter

nucleaire afstanden, welke lopen van een kwart van de chemische bin

dingsafstand van de "gerade" grondtoestand tot iets kleiner dan de 

Van der Waals-minimum afstand van de laagste "ungerade" toestand. 

De tweede -orde energie geeft een aanzienlijke verbetering van het 

eerste-orde resultaat. De verwachtingawaarde van de totale energie 

wordt ook verbeterd door het meenemen van de eerste-orde golffunc

tie. Door deze verwachtingawaarde te scheiden in de kinetische en de 

potenti~le energie werd aangetoond dat deze eerste-orde correctie op 

de golffunctie eveneens een betere aanpassing aan het viriaaltheorema 

oplevert. De "exchange" interactie blijkt zeer belangrijk, niet alleen in 

de eerste orde, maar ook in de tweede -orde energie. Voor zeer grote 

afstand tussen de beide kernen is de benaderde tweede-orde energie in 

absolute waarde kleiner dan de tweede-orde energie berekend zonder 

"exchange" wisselwerkingen. Het verschil wordt zeer waarschijnlijk 

veroorzaakt door de benaderingaprocedure. Verder blijkt dat dit ver

schil geen rol speelt in de tweede -orde energie benaderd volgens Un

sÖld. De "gemiddelde aanslag-energie" in de UnsÖld formule is con

stant voor zeer ver verwijderde atomen, maar neemt toe bij kleiner 

wordende afstand. 

Uit dit voorbeeld blijkt dat deze storingstheorie heel redelijke 

resultaten kan geven voor de wisselwerkingsenergie tussen moleculen 

of atomen, zelfs voor afstanden kleiner dan de chemische bindingsaf

stand. We kunnen daarom deze methode toepassen om de interactie 

tussen geadsorbeerde atomen op een overgang smetaaloppervlak en de 

metaalatomen te berekenen. De stabiliteit van adsorptie op overgangs

metalen werd aanvankelijk ge1nterpreteerd in termen van algemene ge

ometrische en elektronische factoren, betrekking hebbend op de struc

tuur van de metalen. Deze factoren kunnen gecombineerd worden in ver

schillende quantum-theoretische modellen, die bovendien van de struc-
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tuur van het oppervlak zelf kunnen uitgaan. De meeste van deze mo

dellen hebben evenwel een tamelijk kwalitatief karakter of vereenvou

di~en zeer sterk de .eigenschappen van het metaal. 

Het model dat door ons onderzocht werd, is afgeleid van het 

model dat Jansen en Lombardi gebruikt hebben om de stabiliteit van 

verschillende kristalstructuren van edelgaskrist allen, alkali-haloge

niden en verscheidene andere verbindingen te verklaren·. Hoewel we 

ook een zeer benaderde berekening uitgevoerd hebben om de invloed 

van de bindings- en geleidingselektrenen van het metaal te onderzoeken, 

hebben we toch speciaal de wisselwerking van de geadsorbeerde atomen 

met de gelocalizeerde ongepaarde d-elektronen van het overgangsme

taal berekend. Jansen' s "effectieve elektronen" model werd voor deze 

berekeningen uitgebreid om niet alleen de wisselwerking tussen ato

men met een edelgasconfiguratie, maar ook die tussen atomen met 

open schillen te benaderen. Deze wisselwerking kan dan berekend wor

den met de bovenbeschreven storingstheorie die ook met "exchange" 

effecten rekening houdt. Uitgerekend werden de eerste-orde energie 

en de tweede-orde energie, de laatste benaderd volgens UnsÖld met 

een semi-empirische schatting van de "gemiddelde aanslag-energie". 

De totale interactie-energie werd geschreven in een "cluster" ontwik

keling als som van paar-interacties, drie-centrum interacties, etc. 

In dit proefschrift worden de resultaten besproken voor de 

"clusters" die gevormd worden tussen twee metaalatomen en een edel

gasatoom (model A) of een waterstofmolecuul (model B), waarbij de 

beide metaalatomen, Ni, Pd of Pt, vastgehouden werden op de kleinste 

twee roosterafstanden van de metalen. 

In model A, waar de eerste-orde wisselwerking repulsief is, 

geeft de tweede-orde Van der Waals-attractie aanleiding tot een zwak 

energieminimum (bindingsenergie 1-6 kcal/mol, toenemend in de 

reeks He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe), een typisch resultaat voor "fysische ad

sorptie". In de evenwichtsteestand van deze "clusters" zijn de wissel

werkingen praktisch paarsgewijze additief. Wanneer het edelgasatoom 

dichter de metaalatomen nadert, worden ook de drie-centrum "exchange" 

krachten belangrijk, vooral in eerste orde. Deze veroorzaken een kop

peling tussen de spins van de ongepaarde metaal cl-elektronen via het 
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edelgasatoom, welke in ons model stabilizerend werkt voor de toestand 

met tegengestelde spins. 

Ook in model B heeft de grondtoestand een totale spin nul. De 

tweede-orde, "fysische", attractie, die hier alleen een rol speelt bij 

grotere afstand tussen het H 2 molecuul en de metaalatomen, gaat con

tinu over in een eerste-orde aantrekking, die in het interessante gebied 

de tweede -orde effecten overheerst. Alleen de paarwisselwerkingen 

tussen de metaalatomen en de waterstof atomen veroorzaken al een 

zeer sterke "chemisorptie" binding. Het zijn echter de drie-centrum 

interacties, ietwat tegengewerkt door de vier-centrum effecten, die 

veroorzaken dat een waterstofmolecuul kan diesoeieren zonder active

ringsenergie. De bindingsenergie voor de atomaire waterstofadsorptie 

wordt te hoog berekend, maar kan de goede grootte -orde aannemen, 

wanneer ook de repulsieve wisselwerking tussen de waterstofatomen 

en de bindings- en geleidingselektrenen van het metaal wordt beschouwd. 

Aan het laatste model is al in 1932, met een semi-empirische methode,' 

gerekend door Sherman~ Sun en Eyring, die echter een grote activerings

energie voor dissociatieve adsorptie van H 2 vinden en een lagere ad

sorptiewarmte dan onze modelberekeningen. 

De gevonden re sultaten blijken sterk afhankelijk van de afstand 

tussen de metaalatomen. Voor een uitgebreidere studie van de invloed 

van diverse metaaloppervlakken op de karakteristieken van de adsorptie 

of voor de berekening van de wisselwerking tussen geadsorbeerde ato

men kunnen een groot aantal "clusters" berekend worden met de hier 

ontwikkelde methoden. Om chemisorptie van meer ingewikkelde mole

culen, zoals N 2 , CO, C 2H 4 , te onderzoeken, kan het meenemen van 

meer valentie-elektronen per atoom in een "valence-bond" berekening 

- waarvan het resultaat overeenstemt met de eerste-orde energie in 

deze storingstheorie - gunstige resultaten bieden. 
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STELLINGEN 

I 

Hoewel in de vaste-stof theorie, zowel als in molecuulberekeningen, de "va

lence-bond" methode in belangrijke mate verdrongen is door de bandentheorie, 

respectievelijk de "molecular orbital" theorie, kan de eerste methode waarde

vol blijken voor berekeningen van adsorptie aan oppervlakken. 

11 

Mulliken's bewering dat de reden waarom de "partial gross population" van 

een atomaire orbital in een molecuul negatief, en de "total gross population" 

groter dan twee kan worden, duister is, is ongegrond. 

R. s. Mulliken, J. Chem. Phys. 23, 1833 (1955) 

lil 

De te lage waarde van de intensiteit van de kristalveldband berekend door 
2-

Ballhausen en Liehr voor het CuC14 complex, moet toegeschreven worden 

aan het verwaarlozen van n-binding. 

C.J. Ba!lhausen en A.D. Liehr, J. Mol. Spectry. ~· 342 (1958) 

~· 190 (1960) 

IV 

De essentiële redenen waarom bij infrarood-spectroscopie de signaal/ ruis ver

houding verbeterd wordt door de opneemtijd te verlengen, terwijl bij kernspin

resonantie een spectrum herhaald opgenomen en gemiddeld moet worden, zijn 

door Capier niet gegeven. 
H. Copier, Infrared analysis of chromatographic microgram fractions, ·Proefschrift, Utrecht (1968) 



V 

De vergelijking van de resultaten verkregen met ferromagnetische resonantie 

aan "superparamagnetische" nikkeldeeltjes met die van laagfrequent-wissel

veld metingen, wordt door Andreev en Selwood te eenvoudig voorgesteld. 

A. A. Andreeven P.w. Selwood, J. Caralysis ~· 375 (1967) 

VI 

Het verwaarlozen van intermoleculaire effecten op de CH3-rotatiebarrière in 

de vaste stof kan tot onverantwoorde conclusies leiden. 

R.G. Eades, T.A.Jones en J. P. Llewellyn. Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) ~· 632 (1967) 

VII 

De wiskundige theorie van de stabiliteit der beweging maakt het mogelijk de 

kinetische vergelijkingen die een homogeen systeem beschrijven, in verbinding 

te brengen met de thermodynamica. 

W. Hahn, Stability of motion, Springer, Berlijn (1967) 

VIII 

"Theses hebben geen nut voor de wetenschap, maar alleen voor dengene die ze 

stelt". 

A. J. Vrolik, Studi!!n over de verbeening en de beenderen van den schedel der Teleostei, 
Proefschrift, Leiden (1872) 

IX 

Stellingen bij een natuurwetenschappelijk proefschrift zouden kunnen worden af

geschaft. Het zou echter beter zijn ze te vervangen door een korte studie, die 

bijvoorbeeld van interesse is voor verschillende vakgebieden, ofwel onderwer

pen betreft zoals de filosofie van de natuurwetenschap of de relatie tussen we

tenschap en maatschappij. 

Eindhoven, 20 december 1968 A. van der Avoird 


